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ABSTRACT 

The deduction of greenhouse gas emission and less dependence on fossil fuels has led to 

the introduction of electric vehicles to the global marketplace. Electric cars have gone 

through turbulent times since their introduction and challenges concerning batteries and 

charging are still present. The global market is slowly accepting alternative energy sourced 

vehicles and fully electric cars have already gained a small share of that market. Iceland 

has recently introduced electric cars and 14 cars have been sold so far. This research 

focuses on the private consumer market in Iceland, the possibility of growth for the next 5 

years and the segments that will be the most ideal for targeting. A market survey was 

conducted with the main focus on consumer attitude and purchasing behavior and market 

conditions and product development was researched with a qualitative study. The 

automotive market in Iceland is slowly recovering from a deep financial crisis and the car 

dealerships are taking electric car entries with caution or not at all. Currently, there are two 

versions of the same electric car available in Iceland and in 2013 a few more models are 

expected to enter the market. The Icelandic government is supporting the alternative fuel 

vehicle development and has set future targets for lower CO2 emissions. Incentives and tax 

cuts have been implemented and there are suggestions for further incentive increases. The 

consumer survey showed that the consumer attitude is positive as the majority of the 

participants could see themselves buying electric cars in the next five years. The survey 

also showed that consumer awareness and knowledge about electric cars is low. A 

projection was made for the 5 year outlook with three different scenarios that included 

market variables such as government incentives, charging infrastructure and increased 

dealership effort. The outlook projections assume for a total market share in the range of 

0.5%-2%. By using early adopters of innovation theory and segmentation, the ideal target 

groups were suggested for initial target marketing and growth opportunity. The conclusion 

of this research is that there will be a relatively slow growth in the years 2013-2017. The 

growth rate can be influenced by various market operations and product technology 

improvements. 
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PREFACE 

As time passes and the global population grows and changes, so does the impact that 

people have on the planet. Climate change has become one of the most urgent issues that 

the global community is facing today and a joint effort is being made to reverse or limit the 

process. One of the solutions is lowering greenhouse gas emission and the shift from fossil 

fuels to renewable energy sources. Iceland is known for its natural purity and abundance of 

renewable energy sources. So far, the Icelandic population has not been forced to change 

their lifestyles in order to accommodate the environment.  

However, in the light of the global strategy for lower emissions, the time is coming where 

changes have to be considered. It is hard to tell how much change is needed, when it will 

happen or what energy alternatives will prove to be the most fitting but what is certain is 

that the transport sector is heading towards environmental efficiency. Many factors play a 

part in this development such as the government, the corporate world, the automotive 

industry and the consumers themselves. The rechargeable electric battery is one of the 

alternatives to fossil fuels and there are still many challenges there that will have to be 

addressed. This research will explore the possibilities electric cars have in Iceland in the 

next few years in the private consumer market.  

Through my academic journey in the last 5 years, I lived and studied in Denmark and 

briefly in Canada, away from many of my closest family and friends. On that journey, I 

also gained new friends and experiences that have shaped me along the way. I would like 

to thank my family and friends for their influence and support. I thank my daughter for 

being my biggest inspiration and guiding light. I especially thank my father, Kjartan 

Þórðarson, for the support, inspiration and guidance during this research and my 

supervisor, Andri Ottesen, for his mentoring. Last, but not least, I thank all who 

participated in this research, both the survey participants and the interviewees.
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“The practical success of an idea, irrespective of its inherent merit, is 

dependent on the attitude of the contemporaries. If timely it is quickly 

adopted; if not, it is apt to fare like a sprout lured out of the ground by 

warm sunshine, only to be injured and retarded in its growth by the 

succeeding frost.”     

Nikola Tesla 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This chapter includes the background of the research, the research question, the research 

objectives and the importance of the research. Furthermore, it presents an overview of the 

methodology and the structure of the thesis.  

1.1 Background 

The topic of this research has been chosen for various personal and professional reasons. 

The subject of cleaner transport in general and the way the world is starting to adopt it, is 

something the researcher wanted to explore further. The global community is slowly 

coming to a point where environmental protection and cleaner transport issues are realized. 

Furthermore, regulations and restrictions have started to push in that direction as well. This 

change is also becoming more evident in the consumer market where various strategies and 

trends are influencing the buying behavior. This research explores where Iceland stands in 

this regard and if there is a growth opportunity for electric cars on that market in the next 

five years.  

There are very few all-electric cars that are being offered today or are likely to be offered 

in Iceland in the next few years. Electric cars are new to the Icelandic consumers and the 

previous research is limited. The macro and micro environment of this market influence 

the future development and consumer attitude and behavior is a crucial factor. The 

consumer groups need to be segmented and the target groups identified in order to 

establish a growth strategy.   
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1.2 The Research Question 

The purpose of this project is to research the private consumer market for electric cars in 

Iceland for the years 2013-2018 and evaluate market readiness and growth opportunities. 

The various target groups will be suggested as well a qualitative projection on future 

development scenarios. In order to reach the goals for this project, this main research 

question will be answered along with the sub-questions that are considered relevant: 

 

Is there a growth opportunity for electric cars in Iceland in the private 

consumer market in the next five years? If so, what segments are likely to 

prevail? 

 

 What are the latest technology and market developments for electric cars?  

 What opportunities and challenges are present in Iceland for the adoption of the 

electric car?  

 How does the electric car compare to other fuel resourced vehicles as a competitor 

on the Icelandic market?  

 Are Icelandic consumers positive towards electric cars?  

 What segments of the private consumer market in Iceland show the most growth 

potential for electric cars in the next 5 years?  

1.3 Research Objectives 

The main purpose of this research is to identify and project the market opportunities and 

challenges that electric cars are facing in Iceland. Government incentives, economic status 

and market competition are part of many factors that have an effect on the adoption of 

electric vehicles. Consumer behavior and attitude are important influencers to the 

adaptation of new products and technology. A consumer market research should measure 

the factors that influence car purchasing behavior, general attitude and the knowledge that 

Icelandic consumers have towards electric cars and their usage. The electric car is a 

relatively new product on the Icelandic market and up until recently it has not been 

available.  
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1.4 Importance of the Research 

When new products or technology are entering new markets, it is important to look at the 

potential for growth and the challenges that are present. For practical purposes, this 

research can be used as an informational source for individuals, investors, dealerships, 

importers or other parties that are looking into the electric car market for various reasons. 

This applies for both domestic and foreign parties. The research can also provide an 

overview of electric vehicle development and can, therefore, be a valuable source for any 

parties interested in sustainable development and alternative energy for transport in 

general.  

1.5 Methodology 

The report will be written as a descriptive and analytical research. The researcher used a 

mixed research method in this project. For the purpose of exploring the theoretical 

background, history and current situation of the main subject, a mixed quantitative and 

qualitative method was used for gathering secondary statistical data, sources from 

interviewing and reports. Furthermore, a quantitative self-administered market research 

survey on Icelandic consumers was designed and executed. The survey measured the 

consumer attitude and purchasing behavior in relation to cars in general and electric cars.  

1.6 Structure of the Thesis 

The introductory chapter contains the background for the thesis, the research question, 

research objective, importance of the research and methodology. The next chapter contains 

the history and development of the electric car and the product to market challenges. The 

third chapter includes an overview of the Icelandic auto market and the development 

towards more environmentally friendly development. That includes the greenhouse gas 

policy, vehicle taxes, passenger car consumer profile, car dealerships and sales, alternative 

fuel development and a competitive comparison.  

The fourth section of the thesis focuses on the government incentives and programs. The 

thesis´s methodology for a market research survey is the subject of the fifth chapter and the 

findings from the survey is presented in the sixth chapter. The seventh chapter includes the 

discussion of segmentation, target groups and a projection of possible future scenarios. The 

eight, and final chapter, includes the conclusion and recommendation for further research.    
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2. THE ELECTRIC CAR 

This chapter will introduce and describe the development of the electric car on a general 

platform. The researcher will describe the macro environmental influences that are pulling 

greener cars to the market and briefly look at the history of the electric car. The electric car 

has gone through intensive technical development and is requiring a great deal of 

investment from manufacturers. However, there are still many challenges that 

manufacturers, governments and consumers are facing. The challenges that are considered 

to be the most difficult to overcome today are the battery technology, pricing, range 

anxiety and infrastructure.  

2.1 Sustainable Driving  

Climate change is an urgent global issue today as global warming currently threatens most 

levels of life on this planet. The environmental effects of global warming are vast and 

complex and mostly involve the changing weather patterns and rising sea levels due to 

melting of the ice sheets. The warming trend for 1906-2005 shows an increase in earth 

surface temperature of 0.74°C, with most of the warming taking place in the last 50 years. 

The projected warming for the next 20 years is 0.2°C per decade. This warming trend is 

growing at a rate that is unprecedented in the last 1300 years (United Nations , 2012).  

 

As climate change is impacting our nature, it is also impacting people´s lifestyles and the 

economy. A recent report says that climate change is cutting 1.6% of the global yearly 

Gross Domestic Product and contributing to 400.000 deaths annually. These losses are 

mainly due to damages to agricultural production from extreme weather and are affecting 

the developing countries the worst. The report also mentions that air pollution is 

contributing to 4.5 million deaths every year (Harvey, 2012). 

Most climate specialists agree that the impact is irrevocable and the strategy now should be 

to control, monitor and hopefully reduce these effects. It is mostly agreed by scientists that 

human activity has attributed greatly to this development and a reduction of greenhouse 

gas emissions is urgently needed. The international community is therefore taking action 

against greenhouse gas emissions by imposing regulations and setting reduction targets. In 

addition, there are countless organizations and groups that are working towards the same 
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goal by promoting environmentally friendly solutions and technology. Many of these 

actions include the promotion of cleaner transport solutions. 

The United Nations puts climate change and sustainable development as one of their top 

priorities. Since 1992, the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 

(UNFCC) was formed as an international treaty. The treaty now holds 195 parties and the 

main goal is to limit average global temperature increases and to cope with the impacts. In 

1997, the Kyoto Protocol was adopted and works as a legally binding agreement between 

37 industrialized countries with the aim of reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Kyoto´s 

first commitment period started in 2008 and ends now, in 2012 (United Nations , 2012). 

The UNFCC is currently being held and an agreement has been reached for a new 

commitment period of 2013-2020.The European Union, plus Australia, Norway, 

Liechtenstein, Croatia, Ukraine, Iceland, and Switzerland have committed to binding 

targets for this second period. Japan, Russia, Canada and New Zealand are declining to 

participate for the second period (Think Progress , 2012).  

Sustainability and sustainable development are not new concepts and they have become 

increasingly popular for the last decade due to the rapid changes in the environment and 

the need for future solutions. The concept of sustainability has been evolving since the 70´s 

when the international community first started looking at the relationship between the 

quality of life and the environment.  

 

 In 1987, the term sustainable development first became defined by the United Nations in a 

report commonly referred to as the Brundtland report, where it is described as:  

„..a process of change in which the exploitation of resources, the 

direction of investments, the orientation of technological development; 

and institutional change are all in harmony and enhance both current 

and future potential to meet human needs and aspirations“ (United 

Nations, 1987) 

Today, there are over hundred definitions of sustainability but they basically share the 

same idea which is to provide the best possible outcome for the people and the planet, now 

and for the future. The sustainability concept has presented itself in many market fields and 

consumers have started pulling an increased demand for greener living.  
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The automotive industry, like so many others, has started to head towards sustainable 

development. There is a growing pressure for fuel efficiency and lower CO2 emissions 

which has spurred the production and development of greener cars in the form of lower 

emission gas/diesel engines, hybrids, electric cars and other alternative fuels. 

Competitiveness has always been high in the auto industry and it is fuelled by new 

technology and innovation. A new survey shows that the majority of auto industry 

executives believe that electro mobility is the most pressing trend for the next 15 years. 

They ranked electric battery drive as a number one trend and second is the fuel cell battery. 

Another big trend is the urbanization where car designs will be focused around urban 

living (KPMG International, 2012). 

2.2 Past and Present  

The European Automobile Manufacturers Association classifies electric vehicles already 

on the market into three types. The battery electric vehicle (BEV) is the type of vehicle 

which will be discussed mainly in this research and will be referred to as an electric 

vehicle, electric car or an EV: 

 Battery electric vehicles (BEV) with no other power source than the battery 

electricity 

 Extended-range electric vehicles (EREV), which use battery as main energy source 

for daily trips, but use a combustion engine driven range-extender running on 

hydrocarbons to sustain the battery and to overcome range limitations 

 Plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV), which use battery as main energy source 

for daily trips, but run in common hybrid mode, with use of the combustion engine 

running on hydrocarbons, after batteries are depleted (ACEA - European 

Automobile Manufacturers, 2010) 

 

2.2.1 History 

Electric cars have been around since the 1830´s and the first electric vehicles were 

introduced to the commercial market around 1880-90´s. The historical data differs on the 

facts about where and who invented the electric car, however, they all point to this 

particular time frame.  
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The most popular EV was the Detroit Electric and the 1914 model had a range of 130 km 

with a maximum speed of 32 km. The main buyers were women and doctors, the doctors 

needed a car that was ready to go without cranking and the women liked the idea of not 

having to crank up an engine. EV sales started slowing down due to Henry Ford’s mass-

production and cost-cutting gasoline car production in 1912 and the invention of the starter 

motor (Detroit Electric, 2012). 

There were a few electric car comebacks through the years but they never seemed to pick 

up enough sales to become mainstream transport. One of these comebacks was in the 90´s 

when most of the major car manufacturers, Toyota, Honda, Ford and GM, came out with 

electric cars (Green Transportation, 2011). This 90´s comeback was sparked by the US 

government legislations for cleaner air.  

What followed the 90´s market entry was controversy regarding the electric car market and 

what the real reasons were for this lack of growth. A documentary from 2006 called Who 

killed the electric car? by Chris Paine, was one influencer that sparked several discussions. 

Conspiracy theorists believed that the electric car development was being held down by 

auto producers and oil companies while other believe that it is simply due to the slow 

battery improvements and market readiness (Papercut Films, 2007). Whatever the real 

cause was, it does not change the fact that today, all major car producers are selling or 

developing some type of electric vehicles and other low CO2 emission solutions.  

2.2.2 Electric Vehicles - Global Market 

The largest electric car markets are Japan and the United States, followed by Europe and 

China. Worldwide sales estimate for electric vehicles in 2011 are ranging from 45-50.000. 

The Nissan Leaf and Mitsubishi i-MiEV are the top sellers, with 23.000 Leaf´s (Nissan 

Motor corp, 2012) and 11.000 i-MiEV´s sold that year (Mistubishi Motors, 2011). The 

2012 forecasts for Leaf and i-MiEV are ranging from 25-35.000 units. Nissan´s CEO, 

Carlos Ghosn, recently announced that it looks like they will not meet their sales targets for 

this year. The target was set at 20.000 units and so far they have sold 6.800 (Berman, 

2012).  

An extended range Chevrolet Volt electric came out this year and has sold well so far and 

the all-electric Ford Focus is expected to be a close competitor. Other major electric 

vehicle brands that are selling today are Tesla Roadster, REVA and Think. The sales 
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figures for the i-MiEV sales include retagged models from France, which are the Citroën 

C_ZERO and the Peugeot iOn.  

Europe has had a slower start with electric vehicles than was expected in 2011. European 

newsletter Automotive Industry Data (AID) said that despite government subsidies, 

electric cars had a market share of 0.09% in Western Europe. France was leading the way 

with a total 2.630 EV´s sold, Germany came in close in second place with 2.154 and 

Norway in third place with 2.038 (Motavalli, 2012). 

2.3 The Challenges 

There have been major challenges that electric car developers have had to face through the 

years. The battery is the greatest challenge as it poses many issues such as quality, lifetime, 

price and safety. Other major challenges are charging time, infrastructure and range. The 

consumers pose a major challenge as they experience range anxiety, face high costs and 

the new technology has yet to convince them to switch from their comfort zone of fossil 

fuel vehicles.  

2.3.1 Battery Problems 

The battery technology has been developing fast and has gone through turbulent times. 

They have gone from catching on fire, having a short lifecycle, to a weakness for cold 

temperatures. The technology improved slowly but some say that it is not fast enough. 

Most electric vehicles that are currently being sold are equipped with lithium-ion batteries. 

The lithium-ion battery technology has become the most widespread and is considered the 

best option available today for electric vehicles due to its high energy density and charging 

possibilities.  

The first rechargeable lithium-ion battery was commercialized by Sony in 1991. It quickly 

became the battery of choice for small electronic equipment (Sony Corporation). Shortly 

after that, electric car manufacturers started using lithium-ion batteries and the Toyota´s 

Vitz was the first electric vehicle that was put in mass production in 1998. Nissan´s work 

with the lithium-ion batteries with what they claim as the start of their Nissan Leaf 

development in 1996 (Nissan Global, 2012). Tesla used the first US and EU approved 

lithium-ion battery in 2004 it in their Roadster model. The Tesla Roadster was the first 

electric vehicle to travel more than 320 km on a single charge (Tesla Motors, 2009). 
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Apart from the higher energy density, there are other advantages to lithium-ion. It is a low 

maintenance battery which means that it has no memory and no scheduled cycling to 

prolong the lifetime of the battery. On the disadvantage side, the battery is fragile and in 

order to maintain safety, it requires a protection circuit. The protection circuit limits the 

peak voltage of each cell while charging and prevents the voltage from dropping too low 

on discharge. The cell temperature needs to be monitored to prevent the temperature from 

rising too high.  

There is another disadvantage, which is the aging of the battery. This has been a great 

concern for producers and users. Some capacity deterioration has been noticeable after one 

year regardless if the battery has been used or not. There is a risk of the battery failing after 

a few years, however, they are also known for lasting up to 5 years (Battery University, 

2010). 

A new version of a lithium-ion battery has recently emerged and promises more power, 

easy manufacturing and can tolerate high and low temperatures (-30 to 60°c). A123 system 

is the company behind this new battery and they believe that this is a breakthrough for the 

EV market as the cost is lower, the battery life is longer and it is lighter in weight. The new 

batteries may first find use in micro hybrids until further development (Bello, 2012). 

It is agreed by researchers that the lithium-ion chemistry used today is reaching maturity 

and many are looking towards other possibilities such as lithium-sulfur and lithium-air 

(oxygen). Researchers believe that there is need for considerable improvement before EV´s 

can become more widespread (Schlachter, 2012). 

Lithium-sulfur battery prototypes show that the potential for energy storage is theoretically 

5 times more than lithium-ion. Researchers at Stanford University have been working with 

lithium-sulfur batteries by using an x-ray machine have yet found a way to expand the 

battery´s lifetime. However, this work could help scientists to develop this technology 

further so that it might be usable for electric vehicles in the future (Shwartz, 2012). 

The work that has been done so far with lithium-air batteries has shown a similar outcome 

with the short lifetime. Now, researchers have found a way to expand the lifetime that 

allows a stable performance. Theoretically, the energy capacity of lithium-air is ten times 

more than the lithium-ion battery. The development of a new battery technology is good 
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news for electric vehicle producers but it is still far away from being commercially ready 

(Timmer, 2012). 

2.3.2 High Price 

Product pricing is one of the major challenges for electric vehicle producers today and the 

lithium-ion battery is the biggest cost driver. The cost for the lithium-ion batteries is high 

and it can count for 25-50% of the total production cost. The price of the batteries is 

calculated in kWh (kilowatts per hour) and right now the price is between $500-$600 USD 

per kWh. If the pricing of big brand EV´s Ford Focus Electric 2013 is considered, which 

has a 24kWh battery, an estimate can be made on the cost proportion. According to Ford´s 

CEO, Alan Mulally, the battery cost for the Ford Electric is $12.000-$15.000. With a retail 

price of approx. $39.000 in the US, the battery cost is 30-38% of the total cost (Osborne, 

2012). 

This high cost of the batteries might not such a major issue in the coming years, since most 

forecasts predict the prices to go down gradually with time. Since 2009, the price has gone 

down by 30% and in 2011, the prices dropped by 14% as the production capacity exceeded 

the demand. New Energy Finance is predicting an overcapacity that would bring prices 

down to $150 kWh by 2030 (Doom, 2012). Pike Research predicts prices to drop by a total 

of 33% by 2017 and that electric vehicles will continue to be a niche market in the global 

transportation industry until 2017 with a 1.4% market share (Pike Research, 2012). 

McKinsey predicts a price of $200 kWh by 2020 and $160 by 2025 (Hensley, Newman, 

Rogers, 2012). IDC Energy Insight Forecast predicts a rise in manufacturing capacity of 

lithium-ion batteries of 390% by 2015 and a global demand increase by 447%. This would 

lead a significant price drop in lithium-ion batteries by 2015 (IDC Energy Insight, 2012). 

2.3.3 Range Anxiety 

Range anxiety is a concern for electric car drivers and has been defined as a “fear of 

becoming stranded with a discharged battery in a limited range vehicle” (Tate, Harpster, 

Savagian, 2008). Range anxiety has been coined as a major hurdle against the adoption of 

electric vehicles and has been a great concern for auto manufacturers. Most manufacturers 

try to put a damp in range anxiety by providing longer range and more accuracy in 

measurements. The thought of running out of power causes worry for many users, 

especially considering that the range can vary between different situations and weather 
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conditions. A driver does typically not want to suffer from stress while commuting in their 

daily routine. The thought of being stranded with no source for power nearby is a terrifying 

idea to some people.  

In addition to range extending development, there is another attempt being made to 

minimize range anxiety. Researchers have been developing a navigation technology that is 

described as an “eco-routing” system and it is said could add 10% to the range. It takes into 

account real-time traffic information, weather, road condition and the weight (passengers 

and cargo) of the car (Marchetti, 2012).  

2.3.4 Charging and Infrastructure 

The countries that have begun to use electric vehicles and plug-in hybrids are at various 

stages of the implementation of a charging infrastructure. Some governments are 

financially supporting the charging projects, while others have to rely on investors and 

financially viable business models. In some countries it is illegal to sell electricity if you 

are not a licensed retail power provider. 

There are three types of charging, slow, fast and ultra-fast charging. The slow charging is 

what is used in household charging today and people use the regular electric plugs and it 

takes about 7-8 hours to fully charge a small sized electric car. The fast charge stations can 

give an 80% charge under 30 minutes. The ultra-fast solutions are being developed with 

the goal of a full charge in a few minutes.  

The charging networks that are not being financed by the government require a substantial 

investment and a return on this investment. Many developers struggle to design the 

appropriate business models for the network and many are combining it with full service 

packages. The infrastructure for electric cars is one of the hurdles for the adoption rate as 

the customers are reluctant to purchase an electric car when there is no certainty for a 

supportive platform. There are cases where charging stations have been put up and sales of 

electric vehicles are less than expected. There are also cases of vehicles being sold at a fast 

rate with an undeveloped infrastructure. This has become a case of the egg and the 

chicken, which comes first and how to possibly predict the development.  
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3. ICELANDIC AUTO MARKET 

In this section, the Icelandic auto market will be the main focus. It includes government 

policy on greenhouse gases, vehicle tax overview and the sales collapse of the auto market 

and its recovery. Furthermore, it includes a profile of the passenger consumer market, the 

car fleet and green development. The alternative fuel vehicles are discussed and the electric 

vehicles, that are available and coming soon, are presented. This section ends with a 

competitive benchmarking of the alternative fuel vehicles on the market today.  

3.1 Greenhouse Gases – Government Policy 

The initial involvement of the Icelandic government to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 

(GHG) was in 2002, when Iceland became a party of the United Nations Framework 

Convention on Climate Change and agreed to the Kyoto Protocol. In 2007, the Icelandic 

government introduced a new policy that aims at not exceeding the legally binding limits 

set by Kyoto and increase carbon sequestration. Iceland´s target in the Kyoto agreement, 

2007-2012, was to not exceed a 10% increase of greenhouse gas emission and it seems that 

this target has been met. The new policy also included a long-term vision of a 50-75% 

reduction of GHG by the year 2050. (Ministry for the Environment and Natural Resources, 

2010). Iceland has negotiated for a new commitment period, 2013-2020 and agreed to 

decrease the CO2 emission that are not industry related by 30%, with 2005 as the base year 

(Visir News, 2012). 

In accordance with European Commission´s regulations, the maximum CO2 emission from 

new cars will be <130 g/km for the year 2015 and <95 g/km for 2020. The Icelandic 

government strategy is to shape a firm energy policy that requires renewable energy 

sources to replace the current imported fuels. The government´s future vision regarding 

sustainability in Iceland is to have 10% renewable energy in transport and marine industry 

by 2020. That same year they should have 75% of all new car registrations under 5 tons 

running on renewable energy. 

The three main sources of CO2 emissions in Iceland are industrial processes, road transport 

and fisheries. Between 1990 and 2009, CO2 emissions from road transport increased by 

64% due to a population increase and a 78% increase in the vehicle fleet. An increase in 

Iceland´s GDP since 1990 also contributes to the general growth in emissions 

(Environmental Agency of Iceland, 2011). 
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In the sustainability report from the Ministry for the Environment and Natural Resources, 

Welfare for the Future 2012-2013, it stated that an emphasis will be on the introduction of 

low emission vehicles and support given to the development of alternative fuel vehicles. It 

states that this applies especially to electric vehicles and that research should be made on 

infrastructure needs and charging possibilities in order to assist further integration of 

electric vehicles (Ministry for the Environment and Natural Resources, 2010). In the 

report, National Inventory, also from the Ministry, they list a strategy for lowering 

emissions related to transport. The strategy includes: Implementing carbon emission 

charge on fuel for domestic use, changing of tax systems and fees on cars and fuel and 

enhance the use of environmentally-friendly vehicles at governmental and municipality 

bodies (Environmental Agency of Iceland, 2011). 

Practically all electricity (99.8%) in Iceland is produced from renewable energy sources, 

hydro and geothermal power. This is fortunate, since, according to the OECD, Icelanders 

have the highest primary energy consumption per capita. All Icelandic homes have access 

to electricity and the tariffs are very low compared to other Western countries 

(Environmental Agency of Iceland, 2011). 

The Icelandic Ministry of Industry, Energy and Tourism recently acquired the all-electric 

Mitsubishi i-MiEV. Due to the government´s new energy policies, the Ministry has been 

offering institutions and companies to borrow it for a test drive and thereby encouraging 

them to consider this option (Ministry of Industry, Energy and Tourism, 2012). 

Kolbeinn Marteinsson, a political advisor for the Ministry of Finance, recently stated that 

there are two proposals that the ministry is looking into right now. One is to give 

employees that drive company cars that pollute less than 130 g/CO2, a tax discount on their 

cost and thereby motivating them to choose that option. The other proposal is to start a 

state funded investment fund to support infrastructure and charging from renewable energy 

(Marteinsson, 2012). 

3.2 Vehicle Taxes 

The vehicle taxes in Iceland are divided into import duty, vehicle excise duty and VAT. 

Both of these have been recently changed and shifted from being mainly categorized by the 

weight to a classification according to CO2 emissions per driven km.  
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3.2.1 Import Excise Duty 

The vehicles are categorized into 10 groups according to the CO2 emission level as 

follows:  

                                     Table 1 - Excise Duty 

Group  
CO2 emission - 

g/km 

Excise Duty 

% 

A 0 - 80 0 

B 81 - 100 10 

C 101 - 120 15 

D 121 - 140 20 

E 141 - 160 25 

F 161 - 180 35 

G 181 - 200 36 

H 201 - 225 44 

I 226- 250 48 

J over 250 52 

                                    Source: Icelandic Automobile Association 

3.2.2 Vehicle Excise Duty 

The vehicle excise duty is mandatory for all vehicles that are registered in Iceland, 

regardless of energy type or weight. The vehicle excise duty is paid twice a year, or every 

6 months, by the registered owner of the vehicle. The rates are dependent on the CO2 

emission level per km.  

The lowest rate is for a vehicle under 3500 kg and CO2 emission of 120 g/km or lower, the 

rate is 5.255 ISK every months. For every CO2 g/km above this level there is a charge of 

126 ISK per g/km (Directore of Internal Revenue, 2010). 

3.2.3 Value Added Tax 

On June 19th of this year, the Icelandic parliament agreed to cancel Value Added Tax from 

all imported electric and hydrogen vehicles. The VAT in Iceland is 25.5%, so by 

implementing this, the price of electric vehicles becomes considerably lower. This new 

rule states that all electric and hydrogen vehicles under 6.000.000 ISK are exempt from 
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VAT. The VAT cancellation is valid until 31st of December 2013 (Icelandic Parliment, 

2012). 

Iceland is the second country in the world, after Norway, to cancel VAT taxes of electric 

cars. This was a welcoming and long waited for amendment for the dealerships and 

enthusiastic consumers as the purchasing price of electric cars has now become more 

competitive than it was before.  

3.3 Financial Crisis Recovery 

In October of 2008, Iceland suffered a major financial crash which involved the collapse of 

the three largest commercial banks. Relative to Iceland´s population, this was the largest 

banking collapse in economic history (The Economist, 2008). This spurred an economic 

crisis and political turbulence that is still evident today. Even though the country has 

recovered a great deal, there are still issues that need further improvement. The Icelandic 

currency fell dramatically and the population suffered in terms of financial losses and 

overall insecurity. Many people found themselves without their lifesaving, loss on 

investments or employment. The crisis left consumers confused and insecure and the 

general behavior changed as purchasing power decreased.  

3.3.1 Private Consumption  

For the last 4 years, the private consumption has been slowly climbing and in 2011, 

economic growth reached 3.1% due to that and increased investment. In the forecast for 

2012–2017 it is assumed that the gradual recovery will continue with a positive growth. 

The inflation increased during the second half of 2011 due to higher prices and salary 

increases. The Icelandic Krona is expected to remain stable for the forecast period 

(Statistics Iceland, 2012). The unemployment rate was 7.4% in 2011 and is expected to go 

down to 6% in 2012 and decrease further throughout the period. Salary is expected to 

increase faster than inflation which will generate an increase in real disposable income 

which will ultimately increase private consumption (Statistics Iceland, 2012). 

3.3.2 Auto Sales Crash 

Following the financial collapse in 2008, the auto industry suffered a real blow due to a 

sharp decline in new car sales. In 2007, new passenger car sales were a total of 15.944 and 

in 2009 they dropped to 2.211, this is a total of 86% sales decrease within a two year 
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period. The sales have been growing since the crash and in 2009-2010, there was a 40% 

increase, in 2010-2011, there was a 63% increase, and between 2011 until November of 

this year, there has been a 40% increase (Road Traffic Directorate, 2012). However, new 

passenger car sales today are still only 45% of what they were in 2007.  

 

                              Figure 1 - New Passenger Car Registration 2007-2012 

                              Source: Road Traffic Directorate 

3.3.3. Car Dealerships Not Ready 

There is a high level of competitiveness on the auto market in Iceland and it is dominated 

by a few large dealerships. The market is going through a lot of changes right now, 

including sales drops, heavy debt and slow recovery. At the same time, the big brands on 

the international auto market are introducing a variety of eco-friendlier vehicles which 

require investment from the dealers in training and equipment. The Icelandic dealers are 

simply not ready to facilitate these new market entries and that investment.  

According to Sverrir Haukur Viðarsson, Chairman of the Automotive Association Iceland, 

the car dealerships have been focusing more on survival and regaining strength rather than 

investing in new technology. He says that dealerships are fully up to speed on the latest 

developments and they feel that the Icelandic market is not ready for electric cars yet.  

The Chairman also states, that it is not easy for the importers to bring in the electric cars. 

The reason for that is that it requires additional training for the staff, special tools for 

repairs, different stock of spare parts and the marketing of new technology. The Chairman 

has a very pessimistic outlook for the electric vehicle sales for the coming years. His 

personal forecast is 20 cars in 2012, 50 cars in 2013, 100 cars in 2014 and 200 cars in 2015 

(Hauksson, 2012).  
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3.3.4 Gas Prices 

All petroleum derived fuel in Iceland is imported and the market is dominated by the three 

largest gas and oil companies, Olís, Shell and N1. The difference in prices from these 

companies is small and therefore the competition is not high. The gas and oil prices in 

Iceland do not follow the international market prices as the fixed taxes and fees do not 

correlate with the market. The Icelandic consumer does therefore not benefit from gas 

companies price competition or when the international market prices go down. Iceland has 

the 15
th

 highest price in Europe for gasoline and 8
th

 for diesel oil (Fuel Prices Europe, 

2012). 

 

                             Figure 2 - Gas Prices 

                             Source: Statistics Iceland 

3.4 Passenger Car Profile 

Iceland has a very high car ownership, with 644 passenger cars per 1000 citizens (Statistics 

Iceland, 2012). There are many assumptions that can be made when explaining this high 

rate in ownership. The weather is one, it can be very unpredictable and harsh at times, it 

can be high living standards or inefficient public transport could also a reason.  

3.4.1 Ownership 

A statistical survey showed that at the time when the financial crisis hit in 2008, 91% of 

Icelandic households owned a car. However, in 2010, this number had dropped to 85%. 

Out of the households that owned a car, 30% had more than two cars (Statistics Iceland, 

2011). In 2011, the total households were around 123.000, assuming that there has not 

been a considerable change between years. Almost 112.000 households have a car and out 

of those, 30% have more than two cars. That gives a total of approx. 37.000 households 

that have two cars or more.  
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The average driving range of Icelandic passenger cars is 33.6 km per day for gasoline cars 

and 44.2 km for diesel cars. The annual average driving distance for gasoline cars is 12.255 

km and 16.134 for diesel cars (Road Traffic Directorate, 2012). The car ownership in the 

Nordic countries, compared with the Icelandic ownership, shows a stark difference as 

Iceland leads the way in numbers.  

 

 

                        Figure 3 - Number of Cars - Per 1000 People 

                        Source: Nordic Database 

3.4.2 The Car Fleet 

The Icelandic passenger car fleet was a total of 206.288 vehicles in 2011 with 80% 

gasoline powered, 19% diesel and 0.5% other. This 0.5% is alternative fuel sourced 

vehicles and mainly consists of hybrid gasoline electric vehicles (615) and methane electric 

vehicles (207). Methane powered vehicles come in third place (63), then hydrogen (21) 

and all electric (11). The fully electric car sales have reached 14 in 2012 (The Road Traffic 

Directorate, 2012). 

 

                              Figure 4 - Car Fleet in Iceland 2011 

                                Source: Road Traffic Directorate 
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                        Figure 5 - Car Fleet in Iceland 2011 - Other 0.5% 

                        Source: Road Traffic Directorate 

 

As car sales boomed in 2006-2007 and then declined by 86% in 2008-2009, the inflow of 

new passenger cars slowed down. This means that the passenger car fleet has gotten older 

as the average age grows. In 2011, the average age of a passenger car was 11.6 years.  

 

                   Figure 6 - Age of Passenger Cars 2005-2010 

                   Source: Road Traffic Directorate 

3.4.3 Top Sellers 

The number one top selling passenger car brand in Iceland is Toyota. Volkswagen comes 

in second place, then Suzuki in third place. The other big selling brands are, in order of 

sales, Skoda, Chevrolet, Hyundai, Kia, Ford, Nissan and Honda (Road Traffic Directorate, 

2012). 
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                             Table 2 - Top 10 Passenger Car Brands in Iceland - 2011 

Brand Total sold   

Toyota 796 

  Volkswagen 614 

  Suzuki 516 

  Skoda 453 

  Chevrolet 439 

  Hyundai 394 

  Kia 359 

  Ford 340 

  Nissan 293 

  Honda 225 

                               Source: Road Traffic Directorate 

3.4.4 Green Development 

The total number of green vehicles has been climbing in Iceland since the year 2000. At 

that time there were only 35 low emission vehicles on the streets and in 2011, they were 

1043 (Ministry of Industry, Energy and Tourism, 2011). 

 

                      Figure 7 - Eco-friendly Vehicles in Iceland 2000-2011 

                      Source: Ministry of Industry, Energy and Tourism 
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cars being offered on the market, government incentives and a rising awareness among 

consumers.  

                         Table 3 -Volume changes 2007-2011 – Icelandic Car Fleet 

Changes in total volume % 

2007 and 2011 

Gasoline -5% 

Gasoline/Methane 206% 

Gasoline/Electric 60% 

Diesel 15% 

Methane 97% 

Electric 22% 

Hydrogen 133% 

     Source: Road Traffic Directorate 

3.4.5 Car of the Year 2012 & 2013 

The Volkswagen Passat EcoFuel was voted the Car of the Year in Iceland by the Auto 

Reporters Association. The EcoFuel Passat is a methane/gasoline hybrid. The cars that are 

chosen are judged on driving possibilities, efficiency, eco-efficiency, safety, look and 

design. The Reporters Association is a group of experienced reporters that have specialized 

in the auto business (Bílablaðið, 2012). 

The Car of the Year 2013 is currently being evaluated and there are 38 cars that are eligible 

for the selection. There are 8 eco-friendly cars that are in the group of nominees, they are: 

Citroën C-Zero, Lexus GS 450h, Mitsubishi i-MiEV, Opel Ampera, Peugeot 508 RXH 

Hybrid4, Toyota Yaris Hybrid, Toyota Prius+ and Toyota Prius Plug-in (Pressan, 2012). 

3.5 Alternative Fuel Cars in Iceland 

The Icelandic market has a relatively wide range of alternative fuelled cars when compared 

with the global market. Gasoline and methane hybrids are the most popular and methane 

and hydrogen are also growing.  
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3.5.1 Electric Hybrids & Plug-In 

In 2011, there were 615 electric/gasoline hybrids and plug-in hybrids registered. There are 

many brands of hybrids being sold in Iceland now, from small cars to SUV´s. Hybrids 

have been available for a few years and the bestselling brands are Toyota and Lexus 

(Bíllinn.is, 2011). The first plug-in hybrid started arriving this year and the Toyota Plug-In 

Prius has already sparked some interest. The hybrids are about 25-50% more expensive 

than gasoline and diesel cars of the same brand and size.  

The plug-in hybrids are sitting in the same boat as fully electric vehicles when it comes to 

charging infrastructure. Plug-in hybrid owners will want to use public and commercial 

facilities too and the higher number of owners, the more pressure for development. Plug-in 

hybrid owners are saving in operating costs, however, how much depends solely on the 

usage, some might charge frequently and use the gasoline only as backup and save more. 

What the electric hybrids offer the consumers is more security in range and the anxiety of 

being stranded is much less. There is also the fact that you are dependent on charging the 

vehicle.  

3.5.2 Hydrogen 

In roughly the years 2001-2005, there was an increased awareness and campaigning 

around hydrogen use in Iceland. Various projects were set off and Icelandic New Energy 

and other organizations promoted the use of hydrogen as an alternative to replace fossil 

fuels in the Icelandic car fleet. Three public buses were running on hydrogen and a 

hydrogen filling station was opened. However, despite all efforts, only 21 hydrogen cars 

are driving on the streets today.  

Iceland and the other Nordic countries are co-operating with large car manufacturers for a 

hydrogen comeback in 2014-2017. Plans are being made for hydrogen filling stations and 

new hydrogen powered car brands that are coming to the market. The manufacturers are 

Toyota, Nissan, Honda and Hyundai and they are, among other manufacturers, are 

releasing mass-produced hydrogen brands in 2015 and the price expectations are similar to 

gas and diesel cars (Icelandic Automobile Association, 2012).   
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3.5.3 Methane 

Methane vehicle numbers have been growing in Iceland in the last few years with 63 all 

methane and 207 methane/gasoline hybrids registered in 2011. All car models from 1998 

can be equipped with a methane gas system for about 500.000 ISK. Methane gas is 43% 

cheaper than gasoline and the government offers a refund of 1.250.000 of excise duty of 

methane cars younger than 6 years. The methane gas vehicles are saving customers in 

operating cost and they are environmentally friendly. The infrastructure for providing 

methane gas is underdeveloped considering the amount of vehicles on the streets. There are 

currently 2 refilling stations in the Reykjavik capital area and they are operated by N1 gas 

stations chain (Metan hf, 2012). 

3.6 Electric cars on the Icelandic Market 

The electric vehicle market is regarded as a niche market due to its small size and 

technology and price. Many discussions in the green auto community focus on the 

transition of the electric car from being a niche to mass-market and when that will be. It is 

nearly impossible to predict the long-term outlook and this research aims at looking at the 

next 5 years and for the Icelandic market only. It is safe to say that electric cars in Iceland 

for the next 5 years will be a niche product. 

There were only 11 electric vehicles registered in Iceland in 2011 and the total has reached 

14 in 2012.  The majority of these cars are commercially owned and only a few are 

privately owned. There could be many reasons for them being so few. The main reason is 

that they have not been available until recently and there are still many challenges. 

However, the market will be offering more selection and there are pending projects that 

might solve some of the challenges as well. The large car dealerships that are selling or 

planning to sell electric vehicles, as far as this research has found, are: Hekla, Brimborg 

and BL. A private company, called EVEN, also plans to sell EV’s, starting in 2013. 

Toyota, the most sold brand in Iceland today, is not planning on selling all-electric vehicles 

in the near future.  

3.6.1 Out Now – Mitsubishi i-MiEV and Citroën C-Zero 

 

The electric cars that are available to the public today are two small cars, the Mitsubishi i-

MiEV, from Hekla and the Citroen C-Zero, from Brimborg, The i-MiEV and the C-Zero 
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are basically the same car, only from different dealerships. The price is the same, or 

3.890.000 ISK.  

 

The driving range of the i-MiEV is 150 km, however, when the weather is cold and the 

heating system is on, the range is closer to 80-90 km. It is the first mass produced electric 

vehicle in the world and the development started in 1966. Hekla dealership has a 5 year 

warranty on the i-MiEV  and service checks are every 15.000 km. Stefan Sandholt, the 

sales manager at Hekla, says that they expect the first market to be primarily companies 

and organizations.  

 

Hekla dealership expects the sales of alternative energy vehicles to be about 50% of the 

total sales by the year 2016 (Sandholt, 2012). A full charge of a 13,5kWh engine takes 7-8 

hours. The dealerships are not planning any special promotional campaigns or other 

marketing. Brimborg has sold 4 C-Zero´s to Reykjavik city and one to a private customer 

and Hekla has sold 2 to private customers. 

 

       Figure 8 - i-MiEV and Citroën C-ZERO 

 

3.7 Coming Soon 

 

Among the cars that the dealerships are planning to start selling in Iceland in 2013 are 

Nissan Leaf, Renault Zoe, REVA and Tesla.  

3.7.1 Nissan Leaf 

The BL dealership is bringing in the Nissan Leaf and it is expected to be available for the 

Icelandic market around mid-year 2013. The agency is working on the process and the 

price is expected to be around 5.000.000 ISK. This price is an assumption and does not 

reflect the actual selling price at that moment. The Nissan Leaf was selected as the Car of 
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the Year in Europe in 2011 which has given it a good market push. The Leaf has the 

potential to be a popular market entry in Iceland. It has a 160 km range, 140 km top speed, 

a 24 kWh battery and it takes 8 hours to fully charge (Nissan Global, 2012). 

 

 

                                               Figure 9 - Nissan LEAF 

3.7.2 Renault ZOE  

BL are also expecting another electric vehicle, the Renault Zoe, to be available in the near 

future. There is no date for its arrival yet due to a complex arrangement for a battery 

leasing business model that could take some time to design before implementing.  

 

The Renault Zoe business model is crafted in a way that will offer the car to the consumer 

for the same purchasing price as a compatible diesel engine car. The battery is then leased 

and it comes with a lifetime guarantee, which lessens the risk factor for the battery 

considerably. The ZOE has a range of 100-150 km and a 22kWh battery. The operating 

cost will be similar to the cost of a diesel engine car, with a possibility of 5-30% saving for 

the electric car owner. This business model is running in Europe now and the price for the 

battery lease is between 60-120 EUR (9.000-19.000 ISK).  

 

 

   Figure 10 - Renault ZOE 
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3.7.3 Northern Lights Energy & EVEN 

Northern Lights Energy (NLE) is a private company that aims at the renewable energy and 

transport market. The company’s policy is to invest in and support profitable projects that 

relates to the market they are focusing on. The focus is mainly on building an electric 

charging infrastructure, the import and sales of electric vehicles, the service and 

aftermarket. EVEN is one of NLE subsidiaries and is the promoter of ´The Icelandic 

National EV Program´. The program aims towards vehicle electrification in Iceland, based 

on providing a comprehensive solution that covers all aspects of electrification.  

 

The goal is to make Iceland the first real Electric Vehicle Community with a market share 

of 10% by 2015. EVEN has made contracts with major producers to provide EV´s for the 

Icelandic market. They expect the first cars to arrive early 2013. According to Gisli 

Gislason, CEO of NLE, they are planning to import almost 300 cars in 2013. The electric 

car brands that are the first to arrive are REVA, Tesla Model S and Nissan Leaf.  

 

The REVA vehicles are priced at about 3.000.000 ISK, the Leafs about 6.000.000 ISK and 

the price for the Tesla Model S will be between 9-12.000.000 ISK. What is unique with 

EVEN´s business model is that they plan to sell the cars in an electrical chain shop, ELKO, 

which sell domestic appliances and accessories. This would be a shop-in-shop arrangement 

and very different from what Icelandic consumers are used in the auto market (Gíslason, 

2012). 

 

                                                  

  Figure 11 – REVA                                                            Figure 12 - Tesla Model S 
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3.8 Competitive Comparison 

In order to establish a brief overview for comparison, the researcher ranked various basic 

factors regarding different types of fuel sourced vehicles. This is a qualitative projection 

based on the information and data gathered in this research. The ranking is from 0-5 points, 

0 is non-existent, 1 is the lowest score, the least positive, and 5 being the highest and the 

best score for each category.  

The environmental impact is based on how much this fuel source pollutes, the purchasing 

cost is how much a new car of similar brand and size costs (lowest price being the best) 

and the operating cost is ranked on the price of that fuel (lowest being the best). The 

charging/fuelling facilities are based on how easy it is to access that particular fuel and 

how accessible it is, the variety and service is ranked on the number and types of brands 

available on the market and the service provided and government incentives is based on 

how much support and reward is available when owning that type of fuel sourced vehicle. 

The ranking is solely based on current market status. 

Table 4 - Competitive Benchmarking 
Fuel 

Source 

Environ-

mental  

Impact 

Purchasing 

Cost 

Operating 

Cost 

Charging/ 

Fuelling 

facilities 

Variety & 

Service 

Gov. 

Incentives 

Total 

Score 

Gasoline 1 5 1 5 5 1 18 

Diesel 2 5 2 5 5 3 22 

Hybrid/ 

Electric 

3 3 3 5 4 4 

22 

Hybrid/ 

Methane 

3 3 3 2 3 4 

18 

Plug-in 

Hybrid 

3 3 4 4 2 4 

20 

All 

Electric 

5 2 5 3 1 5 

21 

Hydrogen 4 2 4 2 2 5 19 

Methane 4 3 4 2 2 5 20 

 

The benchmarking shows that the vehicles have a relatively similar score due to the 

difference in competitive advantage. The gasoline cars top in variety, price and facilities 
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but having the lowest score in environmental impact and incentives. The diesel car has a 

high score due to the price, facilities and variety and a medium score in environmental 

impact and incentives.  

The hybrid/electric has a high score as well, that is due to the facilities, variety and 

incentives. It has a decent score on impact and price as well so the overall score is good. 

The Hybrid/Methane and plug-in hybrids are a little lower that is because of the low scores 

in facilities and variety. The all electric car, hydrogen and methane vehicles have high 

scores due to the operating cost, incentives and environmental impact. The low scores for 

the electric cars are the purchasing costs, facilities and variety.  

In the next five years, as the market changes and these scores change within each factor, 

the balance could shift dramatically. This table could be a helpful visionary guide to show 

how much they are close to each other in overall benefits and that this race will get closer 

as the market changes and develops.  
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4. INFRASTRUCTURE & SUPPORT 

This section contains the current status and possible future development of the charging 

infrastructure in Iceland, considering the various incentive programs and projects. In 

addition, this chapter will discuss Norway´s success with electric vehicle adoption.  

4.1 Charging Infrastructure in Iceland 

The Icelandic Energy Agency has provided 3 charging stations so far, one in the city center 

and two in the large shopping malls. These are currently the only public charging facilities. 

There will be considerable costs involved in the development of charging facilities for 

electric vehicles. It will be important to encourage cooperation between local communities, 

energy companies and private investors for this process to go further. The costs have to be 

evaluated as well as the support for R&D, the standards that have to be met and the 

evaluation of safety issues.  

 

The electric system in Iceland is well capable of accommodating electric car charging. It is 

assumed that over 90% of all near future electric and hybrid car charging will take place in 

households or workplaces. The estimated electricity use of vehicle charging is a very small 

portion of the total use so the pressure on the system will not be too much. In some parts of 

the electric system, there might be a need for reinforcement if there is an extraordinary 

high usage (Icelandic Parliment, 2012). 

 

Northern Lights Energy is, as previously mentioned, a private company that aims at the 

renewable energy and transport market. The subsidiary, EVEN, promoted and supports the 

electrification of the Icelandic car fleet and a charging infrastructure to go with it. Plans for 

electric car import are also well on the way for the coming year. Their plan is to build a 

public recharging network in collaboration with municipalities and companies. EVEN 

plans to start by developing the infrastructure within the more populated areas in Iceland. 

To enable electric vehicle owners to drive around Iceland´s highway no.1, they plan to set 

up charging posts every 50-100 km. EVEN has also formed partnerships with companies 

and institutions to contribute to the cost the stations that will be at their premises and 

allows their employees or customers to access to the stations (EVEN, 2012) 
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The partners are supposed to gain in return by promoting image of being environmental 

friendly and socially responsible. EVEN plans build up a maintenance team to service the 

vehicle holders with regular check-ups, spare parts and components to customize their 

vehicles. They have already set up a working team that will work on the installation on 

both home and public charging units. Figure 13, displays the general idea for the business 

model that they are currently working on (Gíslason, 2012). 

 

 

                      Figure 13 - EVEN Charging Concept 

 

 

4.2 Reykjavik City  

Reykjavik´s city council has made various steps towards promoting greener transport. 

Among these steps is the recommendation of electric cars ownership to the public. In their 

agenda, called Green Steps, they provide some basic information, suggest what types of 

electric cars are available to the public and point out the advantages of owning an electric 

car.  

 

Reykjavik city has recently taken the initiative of purchasing four all electric Citroen 

Zero´s. The cars will be used by a number of employees for various official operations. 

They consider this a stepping stone for Reykjavik towards greener transport and the 

promotion of electric car use (Pressan, 2012). The city owns 49 Hyundai methane cars that 

are operated for home care assistance and other operational fields. They also have plans to 

increase their methane vehicle fleet (Pressan, 2012). 
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Reykjavik City offers free parking for an hour and a half for all eco-friendly vehicles. The 

requirements are that the CO2 emission should be below 120 g/km, not weigh over 1600 kg 

and not allowed to have spiked winter tires. The car owners should acquire a special dials 

that are provided by the car agencies or the city and the dial should be placed in the 

window of the car as proof of clearance. The free parking incentive was initially 

implemented in 2007 with different standards; the requirements were changed in 2011 to 

what it is now in 2012. These standards will not be changed in 2013 but there is no 

guarantee for how it will develop after that (City of Reykjavik, 2012). 

 

4.3 Organizations & Projects 

There are a few organizations that have worked on or are currently working on projects 

that promote or research electric vehicles. Icelandic New Energy ran a 2-year project with 

public testing of electric and hydrogen vehicles and the Energy Agency co-operated with 

the other Nordic countries on a common incentive base and designed an electric vehicle 

comparison calculator. 

4.3.1 Icelandic New Energy & Eco-Energy 

Icelandic New Energy has been operating since 1999, when the Icelandic government 

wanted to explore the possibilities of hydrogen as a replacement for fossil fuels in 

transport. In 2008, Icelandic New Energy decided to broaden its scope of R&D and include 

all the alternative fuel technology. Now, they have projects related to hydrogen, methane, 

batteries, bio-diesel and they do it for both land and marine applications.  

 

Around that same time, Icelandic New Energy became the project coordinator for Eco-

Energy. Eco-Energy is a cluster of companies working in the field of environmentally 

friendly fuels and the role of the board is to advise the government on a future strategy for 

environmentally friendly transportation solutions. Today, Icelandic New Energy seems to 

be focusing mainly on hydrogen and electric battery vehicles.  

In their statements they say that it is evident that shifting the energy paradigm for a whole 

nation will take time and it is unlikely that one single solution will overtake the market 

from fossil fuels. However, a variety of fuels will be on the market but for now it seems 
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that a possible solution in Iceland would be to utilize the methane from landfill sites and 

after that to have electro-mobility based on battery electric vehicles and fuel cell electric 

vehicles replacing other vehicles and depending on the customer needs and demands 

(Icelandic New Energy). 

4.3.2 E-mobility – Public Testing 

Icelandic New Energy ran a project with public testing with electric vehicles from 2010-

2012. The project was called Electric Cars for the Public and was based on data collection 

from 8 families that were willing to use electric and hydro electric cars for a certain period 

of time and pre- and post-interviews were conducted. The electric cars that were tested 

were i-MiEV (4 seats) and Think (2 seats) and the hydro car was a Ford Focus. The electric 

cars were newer models than the hydro car. The general experience from the electric car 

drive was reported by the families after the test period and there were some common 

experiences among them:  

 

Range anxiety – They felt insecure stressed when the battery charge was running low and 

they thought they would not make it to the end of their planned journey  

Household appliance – The electric car subjectively went from being a family car to being 

a familiar household appliance 

Heating system – Does not run as it should, slow to pick up and requires a lot of energy 

use 

City drive – the cars were said to be perfect for inner city driving  

Silence – The fact that the cars are silent created potential safety risk 

”Ownable car” – That is how the participants described the cars 

 

It was a pleasant surprise for the participants to see how powerful the cars were, easy to 

drive and comfortable. It was also a surprise to them to see the actual range and the amount 

of energy it took to heat it up and listen to the radio. The families charged the car at home 

overnight and very rarely used the public charging posts due to the long charging time 

needed (Icelandic New Energy , July 2012). 

 

Icelandic New Energy summed up the positive and negative aspects of the testing that 

gives an overview of the results: 
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Table 5 - Electromobility in Iceland Project 

Positive aspects: Negative aspects: 

 Surprised by the power  

 ‘Good conscious’ driving  

 Operational cost very low  

 Good as a second car  

 - People “think” and plan their trips  

 Limited range  

 Insecurity to reach destination  

 That the car was too silent  

 The car heating system is inefficient 

and high in electricity consumption  

Source: Icelandic New Energy 

 4.3.3 The Intelect Project – Energy Agency Iceland 

The Intelect project is a co-operation between the Nordic countries with the goal of 

mapping out the incentives available and creating user-friendly web based calculators. The 

project showed that Norway is leading the way with no taxes on zero emission vehicles 

and that Iceland has a very similar policy. Established in 2006, the Energy Agency is an 

independent organization that provides a link between the public, government, corporate 

and institutions. It was created with the co-operation of the Ministry of Industry and 

Finance. Their mission is to enhance the awareness of the public and corporate world 

regarding energy use and to introduce energy saving solutions.  

 

The online EV calculator is a result of data collection and the design of an easy to use cost 

comparison tool between different types of vehicles. The calculators are available to access 

for the Icelandic consumers and are featured in all the Nordic languages, including 

Icelandic. The aim of the calculators is to increase understanding for decision makers and 

help them assess the various incentives and benefits. The average consumer can therefore 

get a clearer picture of what the costs are when buying and owning an electric vehicle. The 

calculators are presented on the website of the Energy Agency Iceland. The calculator has 

been criticized for not giving accurate figures and not including the price drop in new 

vehicle purchases.  
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                         Figure 14 - Calculator - Energy Agency 

                         Source: Energy Agency Iceland 

 

4.5 Norway´s EV success 

Like Iceland, Norway is a country that is sensitive towards the environment and has very 

high gas prices. The project Grön Bil, owned by Energy Norway, has been working on the 

electric vehicle adoption for four years now and so far they are seeing success. Norway 

currently has the highest level of government support in Europe for electric vehicle with no 

Value Added Tax, no new car tax, free parking, toll exemptions and allowing use of bus 

lanes in Oslo. Due to these increased incentives, electric cars have become a popular 

option for the suburban Oslo residents as a second family car.   

 

 There are currently 8500 electric vehicles on the streets of Norway and most of them are 

owned by regular consumers. There are currently 3.435 charging points in Norway and are 

mostly free to use. The majority is publicly owned with a small part of commercial 

developers. Norway´s target is 200.000 EV´s and PHEV´s on the streets by 2020. What 

they believe will be the best way to get there, is to make electric vehicles compatible with 

gas/diesel cars on price, size, features and image (Hannisdal, 2012). 

 

In September, this year, half of all sold cars in Norway were electric and in 2011, electric 

vehicles were 1.6% of all sold cars. The Nissan Leaf is the most sold electric car in 

Norway and it has been a huge success. In the first 6 months, they sold 1000 Leaf´s 

through 9 selected dealers (Torque News, 2012). The Nissan Leaf was on the top 10 selling 

cars in October this year, which is considered a milestone event for the electric car 

adoption. So far, there are 2.327 Leafs that have been sold in Norway and 2.858 of the 

Mitsubishi i-MiEV´s, Citroen C-Zero´s and Peugeot iOn´s (Morgunblaðið - Bílar, 2012). 
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5. METHODOLOGY 

This chapter will describe the methodology, which is a mixed qualitative and quantitative 

approach. The qualitative research was conducted in the form of information sourcing and 

interviewing subject experts in order to gain an insight for the researcher and was followed 

by a consumer research in the form of a quantitative self-administered internet based 

survey. The quantitative research methodology includes a market research, more 

specifically, the research design, execution and data processing.  

5.1 Research Description 

The initial research was interviewing and background research on the subject of electric 

cars in Iceland. The background research included previous reports, news, data and prior 

research on the subject and projects that have been conducted by various organizations, 

such as Icelandic New Energy and Intellect. This was made in order to gain insight and 

assist the researcher to evaluate further research needs. The background research led to a 

deeper insight where the researcher found that the consumer attitude would be a crucial 

factor in the research and therefor, a quantitative consumer survey would be the most 

appropriate follow-up.  

The researcher chose to use a quantitative method in the form of an internet based self-

administered questionnaire. The reason for that approach is to include a wide demographic 

base and a relatively large number of participants. The questionnaire included an 

introduction letter and the questions were a mixed style of standard question types, 

multiple-choice and matrix rating Likert scales. An open-ended option was presented in the 

cases where there were limited predetermined choices in order to identify design errors.   

A market survey is the most common method of quantitative market research. The main 

objective of the survey is to research the consumer attitude and willingness to purchasing 

an electric vehicle. The survey should result in descriptive data that assists the researcher 

in profiling a target audience. Therefore, these objectives are set in order to assess and 

project an outcome to the thesis´s main research question of growth possibilities of electric 

cars in Iceland in the next 5 years.  

The survey is also expected to indicate what consumers find the most important factors 

when purchasing vehicles in general, the costs, attributes and features. Furthermore, the 

research aims at measuring the consumer knowledge or lack thereof in relation to electric 
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vehicles and what they want to see happen in their environment that would improve their 

knowledge. In addition, the consumers are asked what roles they see electric cars in, for the 

next 5 years. Lastly, the consumers are asked about their views about various issues of 

concern in order to establish a link, or not, between that and attitude towards electric cars. 

The background variables for cross-tabulation were mostly demographic; gender, age, 

income, education level, urban/rural location, marital status and family size. 

5.2 Advantages, Disadvantages & Pre-Testing 

An advantage to conducting an internet based survey is that it can be distributed to a larger 

sample group at the same time and requires less administrative time. The respondents are 

assured of privacy which increases the honesty in their respond rate. Another advantage is 

that it eliminates interviewer bias and error. The disadvantages are that an internet survey 

can generally have lower respond rates or higher respond rate from participants that feel 

more strongly about the subject. Another disadvantage is that the questions can be 

misinterpreted or errors may occur when the questionnaire is being filled out by the 

participants.  

The researcher conducted a pre-test of the questionnaire before officially launching the 

survey in order to limit the effect of bias and error. The survey was pre-tested on 5 

individuals that were selected by various factors including; gender, age groups and prior/or 

very low knowledge about the subject. The responses from the pre-testing generated 

valuable critique and comments. They were evaluated by the researcher and implemented 

into the final survey design.  

5.3 Execution & Data Analysis 

The population sample was Icelandic citizens, 17 years and older. The possible participants 

were informed by introductory text, stating that participation was voluntary, that the survey 

would take approx. 3 minutes to complete, the reason for the research, researchers contact 

information and a confidentiality promise. The selection process was both random and 

targeted. A link to the survey questionnaire was posted on an online social network with a 

random response and forwarded to selected groups in organizations and companies with 

the aim of reaching a variety of gender and age.  

The survey was open for two weeks (Sep 10
th

 – Sep 25
th

) and generated 237 completed 

responses from participants. The survey was viewed 322 times and started 240 times with a 
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completion rate of 98.75%. The survey was presented and completed by the participants in 

the Icelandic language and translated by the researcher. See Icelandic and English 

questionnaires in appendix I and II.  

Like previously mentioned, the completed responses of the questionnaire were 237, and 

that was the data used for the analysis. An internet survey service was used to collect and 

partly analyze the data. The researcher used descriptive statistics from the data summary to 

verify the results. Furthermore, cross-tabulations were created with the variables and 

questions to identify trends and relevant results.   
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38% 

62% 

Gender 

Male Female

6. CONSUMER MARKET SURVEY 

The consumer market survey had a total of 237 participants, Icelandic citizens, aged 17 and 

older. There was a wide base of demographics and the results gave a valuable input into 

the outcome of the research. It tested the car ownership, car usage, attitude towards car 

purchasing in general and electric car in particular.  

6.1 Background Variables 

The participants were asked about various basic demographics such as gender, age, family 

status, relationship status and residential status. In addition, they were asked about 

education, income, car ownership and usage.  

6.1.1 Gender and Age 

The majority of the survey participants were female, or 61%, and the male participation 

was 39%. The age distribution was 17-70 and was divided into 6 groups. The largest group 

was the age of 26-35 years. The group of 36-45 years old was the second largest group and 

the lowest participation was in 56-70 years group. There were no participants at the age of 

70 or older.  

 

 

 Figure 15 –Gender                                                  Figure 16 - Age 
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Age  
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6.1.2 Relationship, Family and Residential Status 

The participants were inquired about their current relationship status and how many 

children were in the household. Majority of the participants were in a relationship or 

married, or a total of 74%. Almost half of the participant´s households had 2-3 children, or 

a total of 46%. The households with 1 child were 25% and 3% had 4 or more children. A 

total 26% of the participants had no children in the household. The participants were 

mostly living in an urban area, or a total of 80% urban. The rural area was less populated 

by the participants, or a total of 20%. 

 

                          Figure 17 - Relationship Status 

 

 

                          Figure 18 - Children in Household 
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                        Figure 19 - Residency 

6.1.3 Education and Income 

The monthly income groups were distributed into seven categories, ranging from very low 

income (<100.000 ISK) to high income (>850.000). The participants were asked about the 

total income of the household, not their own personal income, unless they were alone in 

the household. The income category that had the highest number of participants was 

250.000-400.000, with a total of 27%. The next highest category was 400-550.000, with a 

total of 24%.  

Almost half, or 40% in total, of the participants have a University Degree and 34% have 

finished or are continuing education (academic). A total of 19% of the participants have a 

high school degree. The other group has an option of open ended text. The participants 

who chose that either wrote that they were still studying or they had other academic 

training. 

 

                        Figure 20 - Monthly Household Income 
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3% 
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                        Figure 21 – Education 

 

6.1.4 Car Ownership & Usage 

The majority of the participants were car owners or a total of 93%. The participants were 

also inquired about which type of car or cars they have. The 5-seat passenger car was the 

most popular car among the participants (43%) and after that are jeeps/SUV´s (25%) and 

small cars (20%).  

 

            Figure 22 - Car Ownership - Types of Cars 

 

With a 93% car ownership rate, the result shows that 7% of the participants are not car 

owners. The non-car owners were asked about the reasons for not owning a car. The 

participant´s main reason for not owning a car was lack of financial resources, or a total of 

50%. A total of 39% said they had access to cars from others that they could borrow and 

the remaining participants, 11%, said that they did not need a car.  
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                   Figure 23 - Reasons for not owning a car 

The participants were inquired about their car usage and it showed that car usage was 

relatively high, with 55% of the participants using their cars many times a day. A total of 

13% drove their cars once a day and 20% drove most days. Only 3% of the participants 

drove their car less than one a week.  

 

                            Figure 24 - How often do you drive on average? 

6.2 Importance of Costs, Features and Attributes 

The purchasing decision is crucial to the sales of products as the potential customer 

evaluates the product from his or her own perspective. However, determining what factors 

play the biggest roles for potential car buyers is an important step in the process. The 

participants were asked to choose from a list of cost factors and other attributes and rate 

them according to importance. The levels to choose from where: Very important, 

Important and Not Important. 
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6.2.1 Maintenance & Repair – Most Important 

The cost factors that the participants were asked to evaluate were purchasing cost, reselling 

price, fuel prices, fees and taxes and maintenance and repair costs. Maintenance and repair 

cost was ranked as the most important, with 75% of the participants ranking that as a very 

important factor. Purchasing price was in second place, with 72% ranking it as very 

important.  

Fuel prices were ranked as very important by 71% of the participants. Reselling price and 

fees and taxes were considered important costs, however, to a lower degree than the other 

cost factors. Reselling price had 44% rating it as very important and feed and taxes got a 

42% rating. The overall assumption the researcher can take from this ranking is that costs 

are generally considered an important factor when owning or purchasing a vehicle.  

 

 

Figure 25 - Importance of costs for car owners/buyers - Total 

6.2.2 Costs – Women More Concerned 

As the research shows the gender cross tabulation for the importance of cost factors, it 

shows that the women participants were generally more concerned over the costs. The cost 

that the women participants thought was the most important was maintenance and repair. 

The next important cost for the women was fuel price; the men also chose maintenance and 

repair as an important cost but not as high as the women. Purchasing price was the other 
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cost the men thought was the most important.  

 

 

Figure 26 - Importance of costs for car buyers/owners & Gender 

6.2.3 Safety & Fuel Efficiency - Most Important 

The features and attributes are factors that consumers consider a great deal when making 

purchasing decisions. The participants were asked about various factors that would 

influence their buying and ownership decisions and rank them on importance. The factors 

that were asked about were looks, brand, safety, mileage, age, fuel efficiency, power and 

speed.  

Safety was rated the most important with as 68% of the participants selected that as a very 

important factor. The next most important feature was fuel efficiency with a 57% rating. 

Mileage was the third most important factor with 45% of the participant´s choice. The 

model and how much the car had been driven were also important factors but less 

important than the other top three. Power and speed are the least important factors for the 

purchasing decision.  
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Figure 27 - Importance of features and attributes for car owners/buyers - Total 

6.2.4 Men prefer Fuel Efficiency - Women prefer Safety 

When looking at the difference between the genders, the research shows a difference in the 

ranking of importance. The female participants rated safety first and then fuel efficiency as 

the most important attributes. The male participants rated fuel efficiency as most important 

and fuel safety after that. Apart from this slight difference, the genders had similar view on 

importance. 

 

Figure 28 - Importance of features and attributes & Gender 
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6.3 Willingness to buy an Electric Car in the next 5 years 

This survey question is the most relevant to the research question as it gives the idea of 

how open the consumers are to electric vehicle adoption. When asked if the participants 

could see themselves purchasing an electric car in the next five years, 74% said yes and 

26% said no. 

 

                   Figure 29 - Can you see yourself buying an electric car in the next 5 years? 

6.3.1 Gender and Age 

There was only a slight difference between the genders as 76% of the male participants 

said yes to the question and 73% of the women.  

 

                   Figure 30 – Gender - Can you see yourself buying an electric car in the next 5 years? 

 

The age groups had a difference between them and the trend seems to be that the older the 

participants are, the more positive towards the electric car. The exemption is the age group 

of 46-55, as only 50% of that group said yes. 
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              Figure 31 – Age - Can you see yourself buying an electric car in the next 5 years? 

6.3.2 Income & Education 

When looking at the income factor, it shows see that the lowest income group (0-100.000) 

is the least positive towards purchasing an electric vehicle in the next 5 years. However, in 

the next lowest income group (100.000-250.000), which is also considered a low wage 

category, the participants who said yes was 81% and the highest of all the income groups. 

The spread between the higher income groups is relatively even, with 71-76% answering 

yes, with the exemption of the 550.000-600.000 category, where 67% answered yes. 

 

             Figure 32 – Income - Can you see yourself buying an electric car in the next 5 years? 
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The educational level does not show a significant difference between groups. The high 

school degree group showed the most positive results (78%) and the group with other 

education was the least positive (69%). 

 

            Figure 33 – Education - Can you see yourself buying an electric car in the next 5 years? 

6.3.3 Family Status and Residency 

The single/not married participants were a little more positive towards buying an electric 

car than the participants in a relationship or married.  

 

  Figure 34 – Relationship Status - Can you see yourself buying an electric car in the next 5 years? 

The family size also showed a difference where 78% of households with 1 child answered 

yes and 0 or 2-3 children households had a rate of 71%. Interestingly, the households with 

4 children or more were the most positive, with a 100%. 
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Figure 35 -Children in Household -Can you see yourself buying an electric car in the next 5 years?  

The residents of urban areas answered yes in 73% cases and surprisingly, the rural 

residents more positive than the urban residents with 78% Yes answers.  

 

           Figure 36 - Residency - Can you see yourself buying an electric car in the next 5 years?  

6.3.4 Car Ownership 

Majority of the participants in the survey were car owners (93%) and the rest did not have 

car. The reasons were financial and access to cars. The participants who did not own a car 

were much more positive towards purchasing an electric vehicle in the next 5 years, or a 

total of 88%. The current car owners answered yes to purchasing an electric vehicle in 73% 

cases.  
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Figure 37 - Ownership - Can you see yourself buying an electric car in the next 5 years? 

 

Out of the car owners, 81% of small car owners were willing to buy and 70% of the 7-9 

pers. van owners. The medium size car owners had a rate of 69% willingness to buy and 

the Jeep/SUV owners were the least positive, or 66%.  

 

             Figure 38 - Car Type - Can you see yourself buying an electric car in the next 5 years?  
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participants who drive less than once a week were the most positive to buying an electric 

vehicle, or a 100%. The participants who drive once a day (90%) or once a week (86%) 

were also very positive, or 86% and 90%. The groups that were the least positive were the 

participants that drive many times a day (70%) and most days (62%). 
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            Figure 39 - Car Usage - Can you see yourself buying an electric car in the next 5 years?  

6.4 Why would you BUY or NOT BUY an electric car? 

The participants were asked to choose from various reasons for answering Yes or No to the 

question of possibly buying an electric car in the next five years. The participants had a 

choice of selecting 3-4 reasons for buying and 2-3 reasons for not buying. The reasons they 

had to choose from were selected as typical reasons mentioned in the general discussion of 

electric vehicle adoption. 

6.4.1 Reason for Buying 

The participants that were positive towards buying an electric car had purchasing price 

(82%), access to charging stations (67%), battery lifetime (66%), lower operating cost 

(60%) and range (59%) as main reasons for buying. Safety (40%), environmental 

protection (32%), time to charge (31%), looks and perks did not seem to be a major 

concern for the majority. 
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          Figure 40 - Reasons for buying an electric car 

6.4.2 Reasons for NOT buying 

The participants who answered No, that they did not see themselves buying an electric 

vehicle in the next five years, chose access to charging stations (72%), purchasing price 

(60%) and lifetime of battery (60%) as the main reasons for not buying. Max speed and 

other reasons such as cold, uncertainty regarding maintenance, look of them, were 

considered not as important reasons. The other category included open ended answers such 

as, uncertainty about maintenance, not good looking, not enough personal knowledge and 

that it is too cold in Iceland.  

 

              Figure 41 - Reasons for NOT buying an electric car 
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6.4.3 Roles in the next 5 years 

The participants were asked to choose 2-3 roles that they can see electric cars in, in the 

next 5 years in Iceland. Over half saw them as company cars mainly (61%), and then was 

the role of private second cars (49%), city cars (48%) and public transport (47%). Almost a 

third saw them as private main cars (29%) and taxis (27%). 

 

         Figure 42 - Roles of EV´s in the next 5 years 

6.5 Participants Confidence 

In this part of the survey, the researcher wanted to measure how much the participants 

knew about electric cars in general and what ideas and misconceptions they have about 

them. The participants were asked to evaluate their own knowledge about electric car and 

view a list of statements and state whether they thought it was true or false. In addition, the 

participants were asked to choose from a list of factors that they would like to see 

happening in order to gain more knowledge.  

6.5.1 Own Knowledge 

The majority of the participants did not feel they were informed enough about electric car. 

A total of 85% said they do not feel informed enough.  
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                      Figure 43 - Do you feel informed enough about electric cars in general? 

6.5.2 Ideas about Electric Cars 

A list of statements about electric cars was presented to the participants and they asked to 

rate them as True, False or Not Sure, according to their own knowledge. When assessing 

the facts of the statements, the researcher can make assumption on what the participants 

think they know and where they do not have an idea. The following assumptions are based 

on the participant’s answers: 

The ideas that the participants have about electric cars and come close to the actual facts: 

They are quiet and energy efficient 

They are available in Iceland now and more coming 

They are better for the environment 

They look like other cars 

That there is a price difference between them and fossil fuel vehicles 

 

The areas where the participants seem to lack knowledge of electric cars: 

The maximum speed and acceleration time 

Range and battery issues in cold weather 

 

The researcher could not identify any obvious misconceptions or beliefs and the score 

could be considered relatively good considering the fact that there are not many electric 

cars on the streets in Iceland.  
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Figure 44 - Ideas about electric cars 

6.5.3 Increased Awareness 

 The participants were then asked what they would like to see happen in order to expand 

their knowledge and awareness about electric cars and given an unlimited choice of 

factors. What they wanted most to see was calculations and comparison with other cars 

(74%), the availability of test drive (66%), too see others around them using them without 

problems (54%) and more variety on the market (52%). Almost half of the participants 

would like to receive more information through media (41%), to have access to used 

electric cars (39%) and government financial support (39%). The participants were the 
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least interested in seeing more variety in financing (27%), or short term (22%) and long 

term rental (13%). 

 

       Figure 45 - Increased knowledge about electric cars 

6.6 Personal Concern and Willingness to Buy 

The participants were asked to rate various issues on level of importance. The scale was 

Very Important, Important, Not Important and No opinion. These issues were selected with 

the idea of mixing environmental issues with other issues to measure the relationship 

between the participant’s willingness to buy and personal concern. The environmental 

issues selected were: Nature Preservation, Climate Change and Energy Use. The other 

issues selected were: Human Rights, Price Development, Social Welfare and Animal 

Rights. 

The graph shows the percentage of participants that answered yes to the question: Can you 

see yourself buying an electric car in the next 5 years? Over 80% of the participants that 

rated the environmental issues as very important were willing to buy an electric car in 5 

years. It also shows, that the less concern participants were over the various issues, the less 

willing they were to buy an electric car.  
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Figure 46 - Concern for issues & Attitude towards EV´s 

6.7 Survey Results Summary 

Participants - The total completed surveys were 237 with a 98.75 completion rate. The 

participants were at the age of 17-70 with the majority (45%) at the age 26-35. There were 

more women than men that participated (62%) and the most of them lived in urban areas 

(80%). The majority was in a relationship or married (74%) and had children (74%) and 

close to half he participants had 2-3 children (46%). 

A vast majority were car owners (93%) and was divided between small (20%) medium 

(43%) and SUV/jeeps (25%) Most participants drove many times a day (70%) or once a 

day (90%). The income level of the participants was distributed between low-medium and 

high income with the majority in the medium level. The educational levels ranged from 

and high school and continuing education and with the majority with university degree 

(40%). 

 

Importance of Cost, Features and Attributes - The participants considered maintenance 

and repair (75%), purchasing cost (72%) and fuel prices (71%) as the most important cost 

factors. The women participants were generally more concerned over the costs than the 

men. Both genders considered maintenance and repair as the most important cost, 

however, the women chose fuel efficiency as second most important and the men chose 

purchasing price.  
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Safety was rated the most important attribute by the participants and fuel efficiency came 

in second place. The women participants rated safety first and then fuel efficiency as the 

most important attributes. The male participants rated fuel efficiency as most important 

and fuel safety after that.  

 

Willingness to buy an EV in the next 5 years - When the participants were asked if they 

could see themselves buying an electric vehicle in the next 5 years, 74% said Yes. The men 

were a little more positive than the women and the age groups varied from 71%-86% who 

answered Yes with 71% in the youngest age group (17-25) and growing slightly with every 

group up to 86% in the 56+ group. An exemption was in the age group of 45-55, where the 

rate was only 50%. The medium income groups seemed to be the a little more positive and 

the educational level does not seem to be a factor of influence.  

 

The single participants were 4% more positive than the ones in a relationship or married 

and the number of children that hat the highest rating was 2 child or 3 or more. Participants 

residing in the rural area were 3% more positive than the urban dwellers and the 

participants that did not own a car had 81% yes answers, a 15% higher rate than the current 

car owners. The car users that drove once a day, once a week and less than once a week 

were more positive than the users who drive many times a day and most days.  

 

The participants that were willing to buy an electric vehicle in the next 5 years, chose 

purchasing price as the main reason for their decision. Access to charging stations and 

battery life were also important reasons for their decision. The participants that said No, 

named access to charging stations as the biggest reason for not buying an electric vehicle. 

Purchasing price and battery life were also important reasons for not buying.  

 

Knowledge about EV´s - A total of 85% said they do not feel informed enough. Even 

though only 15% of them thought they knew enough about electric cars, the participants 

seemed to have basic general knowledge about them as they rated a list of statements of 

true and false. The participants knew they were quiet, energy efficient and good for the 

environment. They knew that they were available in Iceland now and more coming. That 

they look like other cars and that there is a price difference between gas/diesel cars and 

EV´s. The areas where they seemed unsure were about speed, power and battery 

performance in cold weather.  
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Roles of EV’s, Information and Environmental Issues - The participants saw EV´s in 

the next 5 years as mainly company car, after that as private use second cars and city cars. 

The participants thought that knowledge and awareness about electric cars would increase 

the most if they could see cost comparisons with other cars, the option of test driving, see 

others use them without problems and more variety on the market. Other factors that they 

would like to see is media attention, used electric car on the market and government 

financial support. The survey showed that the more important the participants thought 

environmental issues were, the more positive they were towards buying electric vehicles. 

These environmental issues were Nature Preservation, Climate Change and Energy Use.  
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7. SEGMENTING & TARGETING 

Theories about consumer willingness and the acceptance of new technologies and 

innovation are pointed towards explaining when and how a new product is adopted, or in 

some cases, rejected. Their aim is to explain why some products or technology get 

accepted in the market and hit mainstream while others do not. One theory has been mostly 

applied in those cases and that is the Diffusion of Innovation Theory by Everett Rogers. 

Segmentation strategy is used in this chapter to define the market and establish the ideal 

target groups for electric cars in Iceland. Identifying and profiling the different target 

groups will support the future projection. These target groups have different needs, 

preferences and behavior.  

7.1 Diffusion of Innovations Theory 

Rogers defines diffusion as the process by which an innovation is communicated over time 

through certain channels among members of a social system (Rogers, 2010, pp. 487-488). 

He explains innovation as an idea, practice or object that is perceived as new by an 

individual or other unit of adoption. It does not matter whether an innovation is newly 

invented or has been in development for years. The newness of an idea to the individual 

determines the individual´s reaction to it.  

When something is new to an individual, there is usually a certain level of uncertainty. The 

individual is motivated to reduce the uncertainty towards the new innovation and that 

makes the decision making process or the forming of an attitude very information oriented 

(Rogers, 2010, pp. 541-44). The rate of adoption is influenced by the characteristics of the 

innovation. When people assess the relative advantage to adopting the innovation, they are 

not only measured in economic terms but also in social prestige, convenience, and 

satisfaction.  

7.1.1 Rate of Adoption & Attributes 

The five attributes of innovations are relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, 

triability, and observability. Relative advantage is the degree to which an innovation is 

perceived as being better than the current idea. The degree of relative advantage is often 

expressed as economic profitability, social prestige, or other benefits. (Rogers, 2010, pp. 

586-592). Diffusion scholars say that relative advantage is one of the best predictors of an 

innovation’s rate of adoption. Relative advantage indicates the benefits and the costs 
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resulting from adoption of an innovation. The sub-dimensions of relative advantage are the 

degree of economic profitability, low initial cost, a decrease in discomfort, social prestige, 

a savings in time and effort and how fast they get rewarded (Rogers, 2010, pp. 3951-3956). 

Governments, car dealers or other change promoting agents are deemed by Rogers as 

change agents. Incentives do have an effect as many change agents award incentives or 

subsidies to clients to speed up the rate of adoption of innovations. The incentives main 

function for the adopters is to increase the degree of relative advantage of the new idea. 

The greater advantages perceived by adopting a certain innovation, determines the rate of 

adoption. Incentives are direct or indirect payments of either cash or the equivalent that is 

given to an individual or a system to encourage behavioral change. The change is usually 

the adoption of an innovation (Rogers, 2010, pp. 567-573). 

According to Rogers, past research indicates that there are five qualities that have the most 

influence to the rate of adoption. They are: perceived greater advantage, compatibility, 

triability, observability, and less complexity. The five qualities are important in connection 

with the consumer adoption of electric vehicles: 

The perceived greater advantage – The potential adopters should believe that there are 

economic benefits to electric car usage and the environmental impact is low. The benefits 

are for themselves as well as for the greater good. 

Compatibility – The electric car should be considered a good match for the potential 

buyer which means a realistic meeting of needs. Consumers have different uses for cars 

and in some cases it might not be the best option. An honest sales approach regarding 

attributes and features will be a lot more beneficial than overselling. 

Triability – Potential car buyers have always had the option of test driving the cars, 

however, in the case of electric vehicles the technology is so new to the consumers that the 

test driving is crucial and might have to be more flexible. 

Observability – When something is so new to the market, as electric vehicles are, the 

consumers have not seen or do not know anyone that owns one. The observation is low to 

none and seeing and hearing about it from people that they trust is important. Neighbors, 

co-workers, family members or friends that own electric vehicles are important influencers 

and the word-of-mouth will play a crucial role in the adoption process. 
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Less complexity – The ideas that potential adopters have about electric vehicles might be 

spurred from misconceptions and previous reporting that they are not safe and very 

complex, would have to be corrected with increased informational flow. Information and 

guidelines should be simplified so that is does not seem so foreign and new, but comes out 

more as a regular car only with a different fuel source. 

7.1.2 Adopter Categories 

In the Diffusion of Innovation theory, Rogers divides the members of a social system into 

adopter categories on the basis of innovativeness. These categories and characteristics are: 

Innovators – financial resources, high degree of mass media exposure, wide interpersonal 

networks, able to cope with higher levels of uncertainty, venturesome and eager to try new 

ideas, more cosmopolite, gatekeeper role in the flow of new ideas into a system, more 

positive towards science, more social. 

Early adopters - high degree of opinion leadership within the social system (respected), 

more localite, potential adopters look towards them for advice and information, greater 

empathy, less dogmatic. 

Early majority – deliberate, interact frequently with their peers but seldom hold 

leadership positions, important link between early and late adopter, do not want to be first 

or last to adopt a new idea. 

Late majority – skeptical, often adopt an innovation because of economic necessity or 

increasing network pressure, more fatalistic. 

Laggards – traditionals, communication channels from inside the social system), not 

aware of what is new, hold on to conventional lifestyle. 

 

             Figure 47 - Diffusion of Innovation Theory – Adopter Categories 
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7.1.3 The Decision Process 

The innovation-decision process is the process which an individual (or other decision-

making unit) passes from first knowledge of an innovation, to forming an attitude toward 

the innovation, to a decision to adopt or reject, to implementation of the new idea, and to 

the confirmation of this decision (Rogers, 2010, pp. 3681-3683). There are five stages in 

this process:  

Knowledge - the individual/decision making unit is exposed to the innovation’s existence 

and gains some understanding of how it functions. 

Persuasion - the individual/decision making unit forms a favorable or unfavorable attitude 

toward the innovation.  

Decision - the individual/decision making unit engages in activities that lead to the choice 

to adopt or reject the innovation. 

Implementation - the individual/decision making unit puts an innovation into use. 

Confirmation - the individual/decision making unit seeks reinforcement for an innovation-

decision already made, but may reverse this decision if exposed to conflicting messages 

about the innovation. 

 

                   Figure 48 - Diffusion of Innovation Theory - Decision Process 

The communication channel by which a message will get from a source to a receiver is 

important at each of these stages. Rogers categorizes communication channels are 
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interpersonal (face-to-face), mass media (TV, radio, newspapers etc.), cosmopolitan 

(contact outside local environment) or local sources (Rogers, 2010, pp. 3696-3703). 

7.4 Theory and Icelandic Consumers 

There are many factors that will influence the rate of adoption of electric vehicles in 

Iceland. The consumers are a vital stepping stone in this process as their acceptance or 

non-acceptance is the key to a successful market entry. The Icelandic consumers can be 

viewed from the perspectives of Rogers´s theory for better understanding and insight.  

Newness & Uncertainty - Electric cars are new to the general public and the market in 

Iceland, as there are only 14 electric cars on the streets. A few have experienced driving 

them and have basic knowledge about them but the majority has never seen one in person. 

Some people may have known about electric cars for some time but have not yet 

developed a negative or positive attitude towards it.  

This would be the case for Icelanders, however, the knowledge should increase with time 

and the attitude will become more defined. Thus, the level of uncertainty should remain 

high until the knowledge increases. According to the survey, the participants felt that their 

knowledge about electric car was very low and they would benefit from comparing it with 

other cars, the option of test driving, seeing others use them without problems and to see 

more variety on the market. 

Relative Advantage & Acceptance – The Icelandic consumers would more easily accept 

and adopt the idea of owning an electric car if they can see that there is relative advantage 

to it. The car has to be more price and range compatible, less complex and there is a need 

for observing and experiencing the features and attributes. The consumer has to see the 

electric car as better or equally appealing than the original idea, that is, fossil fuel vehicles. 

The advantage should present less overall costs, an increased social acceptance or other 

user related benefits. The survey showed that maintenance and purchasing costs are 

important to the Icelandic participants. Fuel prices were also rated as an important cost.  

The electric cars have lower maintenance costs and the consumer would save on gas/diesel 

expenses, however, the purchasing price is still too high. The battery and range are still 

issues that need to be improved before the electric vehicle can be deemed a realistic better 

alternative. The advantage does however depend on the usage and the user. A consumer 
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that only travels a short distance every day sees this different than the consumer that uses 

the car more.  

Change Agents – The change agents are important links the chain as they could have the 

effect of increasing or decreasing the overall benefits from the adoption of electric 

vehicles. Government intentions for more tax cuts and other benefits are on the table for a 

possible increased incentives and supporting the charging infrastructure. The car 

dealerships are not very supportive at the moment as they are coming out of a negative 

financial period, however, that could change in the coming years if the market pressure 

from consumers goes up.  

The groups that will matter the most in the next five years on the electric vehicle market 

adoption in Iceland, according to Rogers´s theory, are the innovators and the early 

adopters. The innovators are the first adopters, their characteristics are unique. They tend 

to be financially well off, they are aware of what is new and what is happening around the 

world as far as innovations and new products. They have wide personal connections, take 

risks and like adventures.  

The early adopters also have a unique set of characteristics. They are opinion leaders, 

respected in their community, aware of their local environment, open to new ideas and 

have greater empathy. Organizations and public institutions could easily be fitted into this 

group as they are often used as first users of services and products that fit under 

government strategy. They would act as presidents/role models for the private consumer 

and are not a subject of segmenting in this research. These two groups of innovators and 

early adopters should be defined and integrated in the segmenting and targeting for electric 

vehicle adoption on the Icelandic private consumer market. 

Decision Making - When it comes to electric vehicles in Iceland, based on the research 

findings, the average consumer is about to enter the early knowledge stage or have recently 

entered it. The communication channels that are the most important at the knowledge stage 

are mass media and cosmopolite channels. After the knowledge stage is the persuasion 

stage and the change agents and word-of-mouth starts to play a greater role. After the 

confirmation stage when the customer has purchased an electric car, there is a risk of 

disappointment if the car has been sold on false pretenses, this risk can be eliminated if the 

customer is given accurate and realistic information from the beginning.  
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7.5 Prime Target Segments 

A market segment is defined as a group of customers that have similar need and wants. A 

niche market is a more narrowly defined group that has a distinctive values and benefits 

(Kotler, Keller, Brady, Goodman, Hansen, 2009, p. 6). The auto market can be segmented 

in many ways but as the electric car is currently serving a niche market, the target groups 

will therefore have to be defined more clearly.  

7.5.1 EV Segmentation Strategy  

There are many ways to segment a market or a product and the auto market is has a lot of 

variety in types and prices. In the private car consumer market, the segmentation is usually 

made according to the size of the car. Example by size: Small Cars - Sport Cars - Midsize 

Cars - SUV´s – Mini-vans – Pick-up Trucks. It is also possible to segment according to 

demographics, price, energy source/engine, usage or user type or benefits sought. Example 

by demographics: Men/Women – Age Groups – Income – Family Size. In the case of the 

all-electric car and the Icelandic market, the segmentation could be made in a similar way, 

however, not all the groups would be fitting. When looking at each group and the research 

that has been done so far, the reasoning is there: 

Demographic - The research survey showed that there is not a significant difference 

between gender, age, income or family size when participants were asked if they would 

buy an electric car in the next five years. Therefore, choosing a target group from that kind 

of segmentation would not be the most efficient.  

Price – The electric car market today does not have enough variety today to segment by 

price. It might be possible in a few years, but today most of the cars that will be available 

in Iceland in the next few years will be in the higher price category or luxury (Tesla) so it 

is not the prime strategy. 

 Usage – The usage segmentation is also not a good option for segmenting electric cars in 

Iceland. The range is limited and would therefore be limited to short travel behavior. If the 

development will make public charging possible on a nationwide scale, then it should be 

considered. At this moment, it does not present a good segmentation strategy.  

User/Benefits – The optimal way to segment the Icelandic market for electric cars is by 

user type, personality type and benefits sought. By choosing that strategy, it should be 
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based on the research results so far. What will be considered and the segmentation will be 

based on are the research survey results, the characteristics of the innovators and early 

adopters from the Rogers Theory and general electric vehicle facts related to attributes and 

development.  

Segmenting electric cars according to these classic segmentation strategies would be more 

difficult as the attributes and features are generally similar and the product is new and the 

market is still underdeveloped. Considering that it is still a niche market, the research 

suggests that demographics, price and usage are not the best ways to decide on a 

segmentation strategy and the focus should be on the user type, with a mix of different 

personality/characteristics and benefits.  

7.5.2 User/Benefits Segmentation for EV´s 

The challenges and benefits of owning an electric car are evident as this research has 

pointed out. The battery technology poses an uncertainty, the range is relatively short, the 

price is high and the variety and dealership activity is low. The general facts from owning 

an EV can be summed up in order to better define the segment group profiling: 

- Willingness to pay a higher purchasing price 

- Charging facilities at home  

- 7-8 hour charging time 

- Under 80-90 km daily route 

- No CO2 emissions 

- Cost savings on fuel and taxes 

For a general approach to mass-marketing to the private consumer, these would be the 

factors to build on. As a city car got people who commute less and as a second car for the 

home as 37.000 households in Iceland have 2 cars or more. The mass-market approach 

could also include cost saving perspective with calculations and comparisons.  

In order to identify the ideal target groups for the niche market that electric cars currently 

are in, the electric vehicle facts and benefits, market information and the characteristics of 

Roger´s innovators and early adopters are combined in an evaluation. Based on these 

factors, the researcher has identified three main segments that are the most likely initial 

consumers and the most appropriate choice for effective targeting: 
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The Unconventional – The people in this group like being different but trendy at the same 

time and have a venturesome nature. They like new gadgets, are socially well connected 

and environmentally thinking. Demographics: Men and women, aged 25-40 years, 

medium-high income, 0-2 children and central/urban residency.  

The Enthusiasts – This is a group of technology and innovation fans. They like trying out 

new innovations and technology and are aware of the latest developments. They spend 

financial resources on hobbies and are able to cope with higher level of uncertainty and 

risk. Demographics: Men, age 30-50, higher income, more than 1 car and urban/rural 

residency. 

The Environmentalist – This group consists of the more environmentally concerned 

people. Their occupation relates to issues of the environment and they have a strong belief 

in change. They are opinion leaders; want to make an impact by airing their beliefs and 

follow up on recent events. Demographics: Men and women, aged 25-35, higher education, 

medium-high income and central residency.  

7.6 Outlook & Scenario 

The outlook and scenario forecast is for the consumer market only and based solely on the 

information in this research and assumptions about the market development. It is for 

speculation purposes only and has the aim of showing how the market can quickly shift 

according to the activity and development on the market. The scenario will consider the 

next five years and different market influencers. The projection has three different 

scenarios: 

No Change/Status Quo – This scenario is based on the assumption that the market will 

stay the same as it is today. That means limited variety of cars, high prices and no specific 

marketing efforts from the dealerships. The government will add no new incentives in the 

form of economic reward or other encouragement. The infrastructure will remain the same 

apart from perhaps a few additional charging posts.  

Increased Incentives & Infrastructure Improvements – The government will take a 

more active initiative by increasing incentives and promotion. The infrastructure will 

develop and gain investors that will finance a nationwide grid that can service consumers 

on a larger scale.  
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Price Decrease, Battery Leasing and Increased Competition – In this scenario, the 

dealerships take on a more active role and introduce new models at a lower price and the 

battery leasing option that will make the electric cars more affordable to the consumers. As 

a result, the competition on the market will increase and with that, increased marketing 

efforts.  

 

A few additional factors have the power to boost or dampen this scenario and they are 

related to the technology and features of the electric cars. The car battery has the potential 

to improve as the latest technology is presented to the market. The range could be 

extended with the better and more efficient battery technology. Alternative fuel sourced 

vehicles might start leading the market, such as hydrogen and methane, and increase the 

competition. Trends and consumer interest has the potential to increase or decrease all 

electric car sales. There are many influencers to the future development and it is hard to 

forecast when there are so many uncertainties.  
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8. CONCLUSION & DISCUSSION 

Global warming and its effects on the environment of have pushed the international 

community to take action as governments and private organizations push towards lowering 

CO2 emission. One of the solutions is greener transport solutions. There are a lot of 

operations and development that are expected to influence the market in the coming years. 

The consumers, governments and car dealerships are crucial links in the chain and if one 

brakes, then the adoption will be even slower with little growth.  

The Icelandic government has a strategy for lower greenhouse gases and has set ambitious 

targets for the next two decades. The government has made incentives possible and plans 

to extend them for the next few years. Car dealerships are still in recover mode after the 

financial crisis in 2008 and do not feel ready for electric cars, they also believe that the 

consumers will not accept electric cars any time soon.  

The survey results showed that 74% of the participants could see themselves buying an 

electric car in the next 5 years and that indicates that the attitude towards electric vehicles 

is positive and the willingness is there. Despite these results, the willingness to pay more in 

initial cost, to be able to facilitate for charging and the daily driving habits, is what will 

ultimately decide on the actual outcome. If the research question would be worded in 

another way, the results would have been different. Furthermore, the participants 

acknowledged that the information they have on electric cars is limited.   

Icelandic consumers have high car ownership and the average daily driving is high. The 

gas prices are high and the average age of passenger cars is getting higher. There are 

currently 14 electric cars driving the streets of Iceland and the car dealerships are offering 

two models for sale, the i-MiEV and the Citroën C-ZERO. These brands are basically the 

same car but from a different manufacturing brand. There are a few more brands rolling 

out in Iceland this year, like the Nissan LEAF, REVA and Tesla. There are many 

challenges to the electric cars, mainly battery, price and range. The future predictions say 

that the price will get lower, the technology will improve and the range will increase. 

However, the when, what and how much are questions that are difficult to answer and the 

future still remains uncertain.  

This research predicts a slow growth for the next 5 years. There are three scenarios that the 

researcher projects could happen, one is the status quo, another is increased government 
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action and the third is increased dealership activity. The scenario that predicts the fastest 

growth is the dealership activity and the market share projections do not surpass 0.5-2%. In 

order to reach this 0.5-2% market share, the relevant segments need to be identified and 

targeted. This research has evaluated the consumer market and made suggestions for initial 

target groups.  

On a personal note, the researcher found that through the course of this research, a valuable 

experience was gained. The thesis´s research question went through a few changes during 

the process and the aim of the research could have been more focused. What was most 

surprising during the research is the positive attitude of the consumers versus the slow 

market development. Furthermore, it was a surprising experience to witness how this 

market seems to be influenced by strongly opinionated parties of interest that do not seem 

to agree on the future outlook and development. It posed a challenge to the researcher to 

retain objectivity in that environment. 

As a recommendation for future research topics, the researcher suggests that the focus on 

the consumer should remain high. The emotional perspectives and personal value of the 

consumer attitude towards electric cars and alternative fuel vehicles in general, would be 

beneficial to research further. More importantly, the consumers should be asked if they are 

willing to pay more and accept less than they would for a fossil fuel car.  

When the adoption of the electric cars will be higher, a study of the actual users and their 

behavior would produce valuable data before deciding on a marketing strategy. The 

researcher feels that the consumer opinion should be researched frequently as the segments 

and target groups can be expected to change and adapt with any new market developments 

and growth. Another recommendation is for a topic that was not for discussion in this 

thesis. The suggestion is to research the commercial segment for electric vehicle adopters 

either with a qualitative market survey. The commercial segment has the potential of being 

an important growth market for electric vehicles in Iceland in the coming year
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Appendix I - Survey Questionnaire 

 

Dear Sir/Madam. 

 

I am kindly asking you to participate in a survey that I am conducting as a part of my 

Master thesis at Bifrost University in Iceland. The purpose of the study is to research the 

customer attitude towards electric car use and ownership. The survey is completely 

anonymous and confidential. You are not obligated to participate or are to answer all of the 

questions. If you have any questions regarding the survey or would like to make additional 

comments then feel free to write me at this email address, tinnaice@hotmail.com, and I 

will respond to your queries. 

 

Thank you for your participation. 

 

Q1)  Gender 

1. Male 

2. Female 

 

Q2)  Age 

1. 17-25 

2. 26-35 

3. 36-45 

4. 46-55 

5. 56-70 

6. 70+ 

 

Q3)  Relationship Status 

1. Living with someone/Married 

2. Not living with someone/Not Married 

 

Q4)  Number of children in the household 

1. No children 

2. 1 Child 

3. 2-3 Children 

4. 4 Children or more 

 

Q5)   Residency 

1. Urban 

2. Rural 

 

Q6)  Monthly household income after tax (ISK) 

1. 0-100.000 

2. 100.000-250.000 

3. 250.000-400.000 

4. 400.000-550.000 

5. 550.000-700.000 

6. 700.000-850.000 

7. over 850.000 
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Q7)  Level of education 

1. High School Degree 

2. Continuing Education 

3. University Degree 

4. Other  

 

Q8)  Do you own a car/cars? 

1. Yes 

2. No 

 

Q9)  If the answer is YES, what type of car/cars do you own? You can choose more than 

one option 

1. Small car 

2. 5 pers average size car 

3. A Jeep/SUV 

4. Van/Bigger car (7-9 pers) 

5. Other  

 

Q10) How often do you drive on average? 

1. Many times a day 

2. Once a day 

3. Most days 

4. Once a week 

5. Less than once a week 

 

Q11) If your answer is NO, what is the MAIN reason for not owning a car? 

1. I cannot afford a car 

2. I do not need a car 

3. I borrow someone else´s car 

4. I do not have a license 

5. Other 

6.  

 

Q12) How important are the following cost factors to you, as a car owner or a potential car 

buyer? 

 

 Very 

Important 

Important Not 

Important 

Purchasing price ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Maintenance/Repair ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Fuel Prices ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Re-selling price ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Fees/Taxes ❏ ❏ ❏ 
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Q13) How important are the following factors to you, as a car owner or a potential car 

buyer? 

 

 Very 

Important 

Important Not 

Important 

Looks ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Brand ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Year ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Mileage ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Safety ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Fuel efficiency ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Power ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Speed ❏ ❏ ❏ 

 

 

Q14) Can you see yourself buying an electric car in the next 5 years? 

1. Yes 

2. No 

 

Q15) If the answer is YES, which of the following factors would influence your 

purchasing decision the MOST about buying an electric car? Please choose 3-4 options 

1. Purchasing price 

2. Battery lifetime 

3. Access to charging stations 

4. Lower operating cost 

5. Time to charge 

6. Range 

7. Max speed 

8. Safety 

9. Looks 

10. Perks(e.g. free parking) 

11. Environmental protection 

12. Other  

 

Q16) If the answer is NO, which of the following factors would influence your decision 

MOST about not buying an electric car? Please choose 2-3 options 

1. Purchasing price 

2. Access to charging stations 

3. Battery lifetime 

4. Range 

5. Max speed 

6. Other  

 

Q17) What roles do you think electric cars will MOSTLY hold in Iceland in the next 5 

years? Please choose 2-3 options  

1. Private use-main car 

2. Private use-second car 

3. Taxis 

4. City cars 
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5. Company cars 

6. Public transport,e.g.buses 

7. Other  

 

 

Q18) Based on the knowledge that you have about electric cars today, please state if you 

think the following statements are TRUE or FALSE: 

 

 True False Not sure 

They look like other cars ❏ ❏ ❏ 

The range is 50-100 km on a single charge  ❏ ❏ ❏ 

The max speed is 150 km/h ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Takes long to pick up the speed ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Not available in Iceland and will not be ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Purchasing price is similar to new gas/diesel cars ❏ ❏ ❏ 

They look different  ❏ ❏ ❏ 

The range is 100-200 km on a single charge ❏ ❏ ❏ 

They are quiet and energy efficient ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Difficulties in cold and battery breaks down 

quickly 
❏ ❏ ❏ 

Purchasing price is twice then the one of new 

gas/diesel cars  
❏ ❏ ❏ 

Max speed is 80 km/h ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Better for the environment than other cars ❏ ❏ ❏ 

They can go from 0 to 100 km/h in 10 sec ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Available in Iceland now and more to come ❏ ❏ ❏ 

 

 

Q19) Do you feel that you are informed enough about electric cars in general and recent 

development? 

1. Yes 

2. No 

 

Q20) Which of the following factors would you like to see happen that would influence 

your opinion and knowledge about electric cars? Please choose 4-5 options 

1. More variety in financing 

2. Long term rental 

3. To see used electric cars on the market 

4. To see others use electric cars around me without problems 

5. Availability of test drive 

6. Short term rental from a car rental 

7. Government financial support 

8. More information in the media 

9. See calculations and comparison with other cars 

10. More variety to choose from 

11. Other  
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Q21) How important or not important are the following current issues to you?  

 

 Very 

Important 

Important Not 

Important 

No 

opinion 

Nature preservation ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Price development ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Climate change ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Human rights ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Social welfare ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Energy use ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Animal protection ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ 
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Appendix II - Spurningakönnun 

 

Kæri herra eða frú. 

 

Skoðanakönnun þessi er hluti af meistaraverkefni mínu í Alþjóðaviðskiptafræði við 

Háskólann í Bifröst. Könnunin fjallar um framtíðarmöguleika rafbíla á Íslandi og afstöðu 

fólks til þeirra. Það tekur aðeins 3 mínútur að klára þessa könnun og er þátttaka nafnlaus 

og fullum trúnaði heitið. Þú ert hvorki skyldug/ur til þess að taka þátt né að svara öllum 

spurningunum. Framlag þitt og þátttaka er mikils metin og hvet ég þig til þess að skrifa 

mér á  tinnaice@hotmail.com  ef spurningar vakna eða þú vilt leggja inn athugasemd. 

 

Kærar fyrirfram þakkir fyrir þátttöku. 

 

Q1)  Kyn 

1. Karl 

2. Kona 

 

Q2)  Aldur 

1. 17-25 

2. 26-35 

3. 36-45 

4. 46-55 

5. 56-70 

6. 70+ 

 

Q3)  Hjúskaparstaða 

1.  sambúð/hjónabandi 

2. Ekki í sambúð/hjónabandi 

 

Q4)  Fjöldi barna á heimili 

1.  barn á heimili 

2. 1 barn 

3. 2-3 börn 

4. 4 börn eða fleiri 

 

Q5)  Búseta 

1. Þéttbýli 

2. Dreifbýli 

 

Q6)  Mánaðarleg heildarinnkoma heimilis eftir skatta 

1. 0-100.000 

2. 100.000-250.000 

3. 250.000-400.000 

4. 400.000-550.000 

5. 550.000-700.000 

6. 700.000-850.000 

7. yfir 850.000 
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Q7)  Menntunarstig 

1. Grunnskólapróf eða lægra 

2. Stúdentspróf/framhaldsskólapróf 

3. Háskólapróf  

4. Annað  

 

Q8)  Átt þú bíl/bíla? 

1. Já 

2. Nei 

 

Q9) Ef svarið er JÁ, hvernig bíl/bíla átt þú? Má velja fleiri en einn möguleika ef það á við 

1. Smábíl 

2. 5 manna meðalstóran bíl 

3. Jeppa 

4. Stóran bíl (7-9 manna) 

5. Annað  

 

Q10) Hversu oft keyrir þú að jafnaði? 

1. Oft á dag 

2. Einu sinni á dag 

3. Flesta daga 

4. U.þ.b. einu sinni í viku 

5. Sjaldnar 

 

Q11) Ef svarið er NEI, að þú eigir ekki bíl, hver er HELSTA ástæða þess?  

1. Hef ekki efni á bíl 

2. Þarf ekki að nota bíl 

3. Er með afnot af bílum hjá öðrum 

4. Er ekki með bílpróf 

5. Annað  

 

Q12) Hversu mikilvægir eru eftirtaldir kostnaðarliðir fyrir þig sem bíleiganda eða 

mögulegan kaupanda? 

 

 Mjög 

mikilvægt 

Mikilvægt Ekki 

mikilvægt 

Kaupverð ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Viðhald/Viðgerðir ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Eldsneytisverð ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Endursöluverð ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Gjöld/Skattar ❏ ❏ ❏ 
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Q13) Hversu mikilvægir eru eftirtaldir þættir fyrir þig sem bíleiganda eða mögulegan 

kaupanda? 

 

 Mjög 

mikilvægt 

Mikilvægt Ekki 

mikilvægt 

Útlit ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Tegund  ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Árgerð ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Keyrður(km) ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Öryggi ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Sparneytni ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Kraftur ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Hraði ❏ ❏ ❏ 

 

 

Q14) Getir þú hugsað þér að kaupa rafbíl innan næstu 5 ára? 

1. Já 

2. Nei 

 

Q15) Ef svarið er JÁ, hvað af eftirtöldum þáttum telur þú að muni ráða MESTU um val þitt 

á rafbíl? Vinsamlegast veldu 3-4 þætti 

1. Kaupverð 

2. Líftími rafhlöðu 

3. Aðgengi að hleðslustöðvum 

4. Lægri rekstrarkostnaður 

5. Hleðslutími 

6. Ökulengd á fullri hleðslu 

7. Hámarkshraði 

8. Öryggi 

9. Útlit 

10. Fríðindi (t.d.frí bílastæði) 

11. Umhverfisvernd 

12. Annað  

 

Q16) Ef svarið er NEI, hvað af eftirtöldum þáttum ræður MESTU í ákvörðun þinni um að 

kaupa ekki rafbíl? Vinsamlegast veldu 2-3 þætti 

1. Kaupverð 

2. Aðgengi hleðslustöðva 

3. Líftími rafhlöðu 

4. Ökulengd á fullri hleðslu 

5. Hámarkshraði 

6. Annað  

 

Q17) Í hvaða hlutverkum sérð þú rafbíla HELST fyrir þér á Íslandi á næstu 5 árum? 

Vinsamlegast veldu 2-3 þætti  

1. Einkabílar aðalbíll 

2. Einkabílar bíll nr.2 

3. Leigubílar 
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4. Borgarbílar 

5. Fyrirtækjabílar 

6. Almennar samgöngur,t.d. Strætó 

7. Annað  

 

Q18) Byggt á þeirri vitneskju sem þú hefur um rafbíla í dag, vinsamlegast merktu við hvort 

þú telur eftirfarandi fullyrðingar um rafbíla réttar eða rangar: 

 

 Rétt Rangt Er ekki viss 

Líta út eins og aðrir bílar ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Ná að keyra 50-100 km á einni hleðslu ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Hámarkshraði er 150 km/klst ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Eru lengi að ná upp hraða ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Eru ekki fáanlegir á Íslandi og verða það ekki ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Kosta svipað og nýir bensín/díselbílar ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Eru litlir og öðruvísi í útliti ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Ná að keyra 100-200 km á einni hleðslu ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Eru hljóðlátir og umhverfisvænir ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Ganga illa í kulda og rafhlaðan bilar fljótt ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Kosta tvöfalt meira en nýir bensín/díselbílar  ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Hámarkshraði er 80 km/klst ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Eru ekki umhverfisvænni en aðrir bílar ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Komast upp í 100 km/h á 10 sek ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Eru fáanlegir á Íslandi og fleiri væntanlegir ❏ ❏ ❏ 

 

 

Q19) Telur þú þig vera nægilega upplýsta/upplýstan um rafbíla og nýlega þróun þeirra? 

1. Já 

2. Nei 

 

Q20) Hvað af eftirtöldu telur þú líklegt að hafi áhrif á skoðun þína á rafbílum eða auki 

þekkingu þína á þeim?Vinsamlegast veljið 4-5 þætti 

1. Aukið úrval fjármögnunarleiða 

2. Rekstrarleiga 

3. Geta keypt notaða rafbíla 

4. Sjá aðra í kringum mig nota rafbíla án vandkvæða 

5. Fá að prófa rafbíl sjálf/ur 

6. Að geta leigt rafbíl í ákveðin tíma 

7. Opinber fjárhagslegur stuðningur 

8. Aukið fræðsluefni í fjölmiðlum 

9. Að sjá nákvæma útreikninga og samanburð við aðra bíla 

10. Auka úrvalið á rafbílum  

11. Annað  
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Q21) Hversu mikilvæg eru eftirtöld málefni í þínum huga almennt? 

 

 Mjög 

mikilvægt 

Mikilvægt Ekki 

mikilvægt 

Hef ekki 

skoðun á 

því 

Náttúruvernd ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Verðþróun ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Loftslagsbreytingar ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Mannréttindamál ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Velferðarmál ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Orkunýting ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ 

Dýravernd ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


